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Introduction
Mary L. Crowe and Bessie Guerrant

For decades, we have heard about the leaking pipeline of female students and students of color out of STEM, with a disturbing gap in 
involvement, persistence, and achievement in these populations. We lose students at transitional junctures such as the move from 
high school to college or from community college to a four-year institution—a time when the familiar climate, culture, and support 
systems are left behind. This publication highlights individuals, programs, and institutions succeeding in stemming the flow at these 
critical junctures. 

Rather than present an exhaustive literature review of what works, this publication features the authentic voices of those who have 
participated in or built inclusive, supportive environments for all. Peer-reviewed manuscripts that cover student transitions can 
mask the real and emotional impacts of a program on individual lives. The diverse essays here address climate, preparedness, and/
or mentorship. These stories illuminate the often hidden dynamics, emotions, and realities of the educational and career journey.

A short reference section also is included to assist with further reading. 
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Less experienced members of a profession 
seek to learn from more experienced mem-
bers about insights into their field and, ul-
timately, to feel like they are welcomed and 
belong to an important professional group. 
Members who may be new to the field of sci-
ence want as much information as possible to 
decide whether a scientific career is for them. 
Members who have been in the profession for 
a longer period have knowledge and insight 
that have been learned and practiced over 
time. 

In a 2014 study of student and early-career 
members of the American Society for Micro-
biology (ASM) about microbiology careers, 
nearly 1,000 respondents said that a career 
mentoring program was the most helpful re-
source that ASM could provide. Some of the 
biggest concerns about entering the work-
force were competition for jobs (68 percent), 
job stability (48 percent), low salaries (34 per-
cent), insufficient hands-on experience (28 

Career Mentoring: 
Everyone Wins
Amy L. Chang

percent), and “two-body challenges” (that 
is, involving an individual and a partner) in 
seeking work (23 percent). There are many 
challenges facing those who want to pursue 
science, and it will take all ASM members to 
lead the next generation of future microbial 
scientists.

 Every Member a Mentor is a proposed 
ASM mentoring program where all members 
will help less experienced individuals explore 
different career options and make employ-
ment decisions. Mentees may seek answers to 
questions such as the following:

(1) Whom should I consult with? 

(2) How might a mentor help me? 

(3) How might my first decision about my           
career help shape my career prospects? 

(4) What do I expect to learn?

(5) What options might I consider? (for 
example, talking to mentors with 
different specialties) 

Those planning on a science career clamor for 
better understanding of career choices that 
build on their scientific training, love of the 
microbial world, and inquisitive minds.

Mentoring programs provide insights that 
have been learned and practiced over time. Ca-
reer mentoring helps others maximize their 
potential to succeed as scientists and con-
tribute to the profession. Career mentoring 
provides insight into the workplace, people, 
and climate. Career mentors help mentees (1) 
understand the workplaces’ unspoken rules 
and prevailing culture; (2) identify, hone, and 
perfect needed skills; and (3) understand the 
quality of work expected and the meaning of 
high performance. Mentees seek opportuni-
ties to shadow career scientists who provide a 
peek into a new world. 



“A mentoring 
relationship is 
built on trust 
that is earned 
and founded 
on shared 
knowledge, 
experiences, and 
respect.”

Chang
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In the microbial sciences, career mentors 
can come from diverse positions and envi-
ronments: clinical, applied, environmental, 
and so forth. For those in college, the primary 
role models are usually those conducting ac-
ademic research. But employment positions 
and environments expand beyond the acad-
emy, and students just embarking on their 
educational journey have little to no access 
to explore these positions. Every Member a 
Mentor seeks to connect microbiology job 
providers to job seekers across all dimensions 
of the profession so that they can explore ca-
reer opportunities and make more informed 
career decisions. 

Career mentoring helps mentees devel-
op a brand identity, set realistic career goals 
in alignment with prevailing employment 
trends, and tailor training and resumes to 
achieve those goals. Mentors can ask probing 
questions to discern mentees’ unique abilities 
and translate these into a marketable skill set. 
Mentors can share their unique stories about 
entry into a career, highlighting important 
decisions, people, and transformative experi-
ences. Mentees can gain knowledge and confi-
dence about their decisions.

Mentoring requires a commitment of part-
ners. A mentoring relationship is built on 
trust that is earned and founded on shared 

knowledge, experiences, and respect. To be 
successful, career mentees must be able to 
receive honest feedback—the kind that pro-
vides an opportunity to take a step back and 
re-evaluate the view of a situation or personal 
aims. Career mentors must be realistic about 
prevailing employment trends, push individ-
uals outside of their comfort zone, and talk 
through the pros and cons. 

Every Member a Mentor starts by tapping 
the entire ASM membership to participate. 
Even the members who are undergraduates 
can serve as mentors to less-experienced stu-
dents. Jeff Maloy, an early-career scientist 
serving on the Council on Microbial Sciences, 
states, “Not everyone is going to feel like they 
have a ton to contribute to career mentor-
ship efforts (in particular, younger members 
and student members may not feel qualified 
to participate). However, there are different 
kinds of mentorship including psychosocial 
mentorship that can be useful even when sec-
ond-year undergraduate students are talking 
to first-year students.” By tapping the entire 
membership—even the more inexperienced 
members of ASM—the program transcends 
the hierarchy found in science and calls upon 
developing a host of relationships: peer to 
peer, boss to subordinate, and subordinate 
to boss. ASM President Peggy Cotter states, 

“The point is to recognize that everyone has 
something to contribute and to get started.”  
For students, their most vital role can be as 
highly motivated learner—discovering new 
information, developing new skills, meeting 
new people, and building new relationships.  
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The American Physiological Society (APS), 
established in 1887, has demonstrated a long-
term commitment to building the next gen-
eration of physiologists conducting basic 
and biomedical research. APS has supported 
the training of underrepresented minority 
(URM) physiologists since 1921, when the 
Porter Physiology Development Fellowship 
was created; in the mid-1960s it was nurtured 
by the leadership of A. Clifford Barger, Ed-
ward W. Hawthorne, and Edward P. Radford 
into the graduate-level program it is today. 
Barger would later become APS president 
(1970–1971). APS began a formal education 
program in 1987, which has since grown to 
provide education programs at the pre–K, 
K–12, undergraduate, graduate, postdoctoral, 
early career, and established investigator lev-
els, with a particular emphasis on programs 
that increase the diversity of the scientific re-
search workforce.

A Society’s Role in Changing 
the Climate
C. Brooke Bruthers

APS believes that enhancing the training 
of undergraduate students, graduate stu-
dents, and postdoctoral fellows is essential 
to attracting and retaining a diverse group of 
researchers that produce high-quality, repro-
ducible research leading to improvements in 
health and health care. APS has long demon-
strated its commitment to supporting stu-
dents and trainees at critical junctures by 
providing opportunities for summer research 
fellowships, travel and research recognition 
awards, professional skills development 
courses and workshops, mentoring, and out-
reach. Many of these programs are focused on 
supporting URM trainees, as well as broaden-
ing participation and interest in physiology 
research careers. APS also commits to regular 
program evaluation to determine program 
outcomes, effectiveness, and areas for im-
provements.

APS aims to recruit and support students; 
develop critical skills; increase professional 
visibility; provide opportunities for recogni-
tion and mentoring; and develop professional 
networking and APS knowledge via awards, 
fellowships, programs, and resources (see Ta-
ble 1). At the undergraduate and graduate lev-
els, APS programs and fellowships encourage 
excellence in physiology education and the 
development of young scientists. Programs 
and activities are available for students, as 
well as resources for undergraduate educa-
tion and career exploration. These include the 
following:

• Student awards, fellowships, and events. 
APS recruits students to apply for under-
graduate student research experiences 
and supports them with stipends, career 
and professional development, travel to 
APS meetings and conferences, as well as 
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TABLE 1. Select APS Programs and Resources for Undergraduates and Their Faculty Mentors

  Program/activity Undergraduate students and faculty mentors

Research fellowships and research 
excellence awards

Faculty awards and fellowships, faculty 
development, and faculty learning 
resources

• Summer Research Fellowships (IOSPa, Hearsta, STEP-UPa, STRIDEa, UGREF, and UGSRF)
• Horowitz/Horwitz Research Awards (abstract-based)
• Video Contest

• A. Clifford Barger Underrepresented Minority Mentorship Award
• Bodil M. Schmidt-Nielsen Distinguished Mentor and Scientist Award
• LifeSciTRC
• Local Undergraduate Research Awards in Physiology (LURAP)

Networking  resources, online resources, 
and other initiatives

• APS Trainees Online Community
• EB Meeting
• Mentoring Forum Blog
• Minority Physiologists Online Community 
• Minority Travel Fellowship Mentorsa

• Online Communities
• Physiology Understanding (PhUn) Week
• Professional Skills Training Instructors/Mentors
• Undergraduate Researcher Blog 
• Undergraduate Researcher Social Media pages 

aTargeted URM program

awards for excellence in physiology re-
search. APS is also involved in developing 
resources and materials for undergraduate 
faculty development through its own pro-
grams and in collaboration with other or-
ganizations.

• Student professional skills training and ca-
reer development. APS offers professional 
skills training courses for undergraduate 
students, graduate students, and postdoc-
toral fellows. Students are encouraged to 
explore the multitude of exciting, yet chal-
lenging, science career paths.

• Professional development. APS has devel-
oped extensive resources for undergrad-
uate education that can help students 
and faculty to increase their knowledge of 
physiology, enhance their pedagogy and 
course content, and advance their teaching 
careers. APS offers professional develop-
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ment through its meetings, online and tra-
ditional courses, and training fellowships.

• Research skills projects. In collaboration 
with numerous organizations, founda-
tions, and institutions, APS develops inno-
vative projects to support and promote ex-
cellence in science education, physiology 
research, and career development. These 
include undergraduate research projects, 
collaborative projects with other nonprof-
it scientific organizations, professional 
development programs, and curriculum 
development projects. APS sponsors the 
projects with additional support from fed-
eral agencies and private funders.

• Meetings. APS works to assist students 
throughout their career transitions. Many 
of the APS diversity programs have a men-
toring component so that students and 
trainees become a part of the network of 
scientists. The cross-disciplinary annu-
al meeting of APS, Experimental Biology 
(EB), draws more than 10,000 attendees 
annually. The program not only offers sci-
entific research talks and poster sessions 
but also career and professional devel-

opment symposia. Topics have included 
work/life balance, job search and negoti-
ation strategies, mentoring, career paths/
development, networking, communica-
tion of science, and sexism in science. 

• Undergraduate orientation and poster session 
at EB. APS hosts an orientation session and 
a poster session for undergraduates who 
have submitted a first-author abstract to 
physiology. Both events draw more than 
100 undergraduates each year. At the ori-
entation session, members of the Career 
Opportunities in Physiology and Trainee 
Advisory Committees provide an overview 
of the meeting and offer tips for first-time 
attendees of EB. At the poster session, 
more than 150 APS members speak with 
students about their research. Graduate 
departments are also invited to sponsor a 
recruitment table as a method of outreach 
to undergraduates as they consider gradu-
ate school options and other career steps.

• Mentoring. APS promotes and supports 
mentoring through travel fellowships, 
skills training courses, awards for mento-

ring excellence, and a blog with extensive 
information on mentoring topics.

• Networking opportunities. APS offers nu-
merous networking opportunities for stu-
dents through activities at EB and interac-
tions within its online communities.

• Outreach opportunities. APS encourages its 
members to participate in K–12 outreach. 
The APS national outreach program, Phys-
iology Understanding (PhUn) Week, and 
the Life Science Teaching Resource Com-
munity (LifeSciTRC) both provide a mul-
titude of outreach resources.

• Recognition. APS and its 12 disciplinary sec-
tions sponsor 213 abstract-based awards 
for students/trainees and awards for mem-
bers, including awards for excellence in 
research, teaching, mentoring, and profes-
sional development.

Through a well-rounded approach that wel-
comes, supports, prepares, and recognizes 
students throughout their career path, APS 
aspires to inform students that their disci-
plinary scientific society can be their “profes-
sional home” for the long term.  
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The University of Minnesota, Morris Wind-
STEP program is designed to help Native 
American students become prepared for and 
succeed in STEM fields. As a former partic-
ipant, current college student, and current 
teaching assistant, I would say the program 
exceeds its goal. Wind-STEP helped me gain 
a variety of skills that prepared me for col-
lege. The program taught me how to live on 
a college campus, manage my time in an effi-
cient manner, and learn proper classroom et-
iquette.

Moving away from home can be a difficult 
process, let alone sharing a living environ-
ment. Because of this, the program allowed us 
to live in the dorms on campus and learn what 
dorm life entailed. We were assigned a room 
and a roommate, and given the challenge of 
figuring out how to make our private space 
communal. This was difficult at times, as 
some people do not have the same daily rou-
tine or the same type of living habits; howev-
er, we still needed to figure out how to co-exist. 
This preview helped me to transition smoothly 
to college living. 

College Is an Option for Me
Michelle Carnicle

I believe time management is the most 
important skill. Wind-STEP runs on a set 
schedule that promotes good health, social-
ization, and studies. The program did a good 
job exemplifying the proper balance among 
these three aspects. We started the day eat-
ing breakfast together—a thing many college 
students take for granted—then we attended 
class. After class, we were given free time that 
we were encouraged to spend with friends, 
working out, or asking questions. Although 
attendance in college is not always mandato-
ry, Wind-STEP integrated its importance in 
my mind. The first step to being successful 
is showing up. We were not given a bedtime; 
however, this caused us to learn the hard way 
about the importance of sufficient rest. 

The time-management skills learned in 
Wind-STEP are applicable to college life. For 
example, for every credit hour in college class-
es, you are expected to study or work on ma-
terial for three hours each week. At first, this 
does not seem daunting, until you realize how 
many other things there are to do. The bal-
ance among schoolwork, good health, and a 

social life is harder for some to maintain than 
others. I witnessed friends who were unable 
to find this equilibrium, resulting in academ-
ic probation with the possibility of expulsion 
after multiple incidents. If it was not their 
grades that suffered, it was either their men-
tal or physical health. The program taught me 
that you have to take care of yourself as well if 
you want to be successful. 

The directors and professors of Wind-
STEP explained proper classroom etiquette 
and their expectations for students. It was im-
portant to distinguish between the expecta-
tions of high school and college. Even though 
the program is designed for high school stu-
dents, it holds the participants to the same 
standard as college-level students. For ex-
ample, a rule in high school is asking to go to 
the restroom; however, in college, it is inap-
propriate to disturb class. In the Wind-STEP 
program, students were encouraged to ask 
questions when they needed further explana-
tion. Toward the end of the program, we had 
to prepare material for presentation to a tribal 
council. Because the professors and teaching 
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assistants understood that some students 
may not have had much prior presentation ex-
perience, we practiced presenting in front of 
them and were given individual critiques. At 
first, it was uncomfortable for me; however, I 
feel those moments were crucial to my ability 
to accept constructive criticism. 

Not only did I gain useful skills in Wind-
STEP but also met with admissions staff and 
learned about what the university could offer 
to potential students. We received a campus 
tour, which informed us of the amenities avail-
able. We also met with some faculty members; 
this was extremely beneficial, as it gave me the 
impression that the faculty are approachable. 
In fact, the professors and mentors in the pro-
gram stressed that we should keep an open 
line of communication with professors, as 
they are real people and understand life situ-
ations. 

Overall, participating in Wind-STEP made 
me feel that going to college was an actual op-
tion for me—previously, I had been hesitant 
about attending college. During the program, 
I gained more knowledge and insight then 
I could have ever imagined in as little as two 
weeks. Now I am a student at the University of 
Minnesota, Morris pursuing a biology degree. 

GIS instructor Douglas M. Adams, right, works with Piscataway Township (NJ) High School 
student Soleil Echols during the University of Minnesota, Morris Wind-STEP program, which 
seeks to encourage Native American students to pursue STEM careers.
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I have been a mentor for the Wind-STEP 
program for three summers and have never 
had such a good time with the students with 
whom I have worked. I heard about the pro-
gram from my boyfriend who had participat-
ed in it as a student for several years before 
college. I had no idea what the program was, 
but I work with a lot of groups on campus that 
encourage students to attend the University 
of Minnesota, Morris, so I figured this would 
be a fun opportunity. 

Being a mentor for the Wind-STEP pro-
gram has been one of my favorite activities, 
because I don’t get to work with younger kids 
as much now that I am on a college campus, 
other than first-year students, but having the 
connection with these high school students 
and helping them with their college search 
process or their entry into a STEM field has 
been really cool. On my end, it has been awe-
some to see them grow and bond during the 
summer and to follow them on Facebook to 
see what they are doing after the program. For 
them, I suppose it is like having an older sib-
ling or a role model. I have had students tell 
me how much they love me and will miss me; 
they shed tears at the closing presentation. 
This just makes me realize how much mentor-

Mentoring Is Fun
Jena Lipham

ship means to these students and how much it 
meant to me when I was participating in sim-
ilar programs and had someone there for me. 
There are about seven past participants with 
whom I am still in contact, and it’s always re-
ally good to hear that they have decided on a 
college/university and a major or are so ex-
cited to return to Wind-STEP next summer. 
The afterclass activities are just as crucial as 
their work in the lab. I think it is really import-
ant for these students to have that separation 
from working in the lab, coming back to the 
dorms and having fun with people closer to 
their age. Since I have been a mentor for the 
past three years, I have worked with different 
kinds of mentors and students. Not everyone 
mentors the same, and not everyone likes to 
be mentored the same, so it is important to 
have a range of leaders and people from each 
gender because there have been cases where 
female students don’t connect with male 
mentors or male students don’t connect with 
female mentors. Representation matters, 
which makes for a fun group, but it is import-
ant to ensure that everyone is taken care of on 
another level. 

I love learning about the cultural and tra-
ditional sides of the students’ lives as Native 

Americans, and I foster a discussion on this 
topic with them. It helps them feel more com-
fortable and open up to each other, because 
it’s exciting to hear similarities and differenc-
es in their lives since they often come from dif-
ferent places and are all Native students doing 
something that is not typical for their people. 
They should be proud of that and who they 
are and be able to connect and bond. Native 
American students in general and those in-
terested in STEM fields are vital to the Morris 
campus and are vital to each other. Having the 
support and community feeling keeps these 
kids in school and allows us to push them and 
each other. 

The Wind-STEP program always receives 
high compliments when I share what it does 
with people who are not familiar with it. 
Through this program, students become in-
terested in STEM fields, interested in the uni-
versity, and interested in pursuing a career in 
the college world and beyond. I am thankful 
for the time I have spent with the program and 
the time my boyfriend spent in it as a student, 
because I truly believe it pushed him and oth-
er students to take up a career in a STEM field 
and expanded their horizons. I know it has ex-
panded mine. 
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The Wind Science Talent Enhancement Pro-
gram (Wind-STEP) of the University of Min-
nesota, Morris (UMM) is a two-week residen-
tial program for rising Native American high 
school juniors and seniors who are interest-
ed in STEM careers. The program goal is to 
provide a “college-like” experience to Native 
American high school students in an effort 
to inform, prepare, and support them as they 
begin their transition to the postsecondary 
level. A positive attitude toward education is 
cited as a factor in successful matriculation 
of minority students (Burtner, 2005), and the 
Wind-STEP program offers a unique oppor-
tunity for students traditionally underrepre-
sented in the sciences.  

From 2010 to 2018, Wind-STEP has fo-
cused on wind energy and its application to 
the needs and desires of reservation commu-
nities. Wind-STEP participants learn about 
alternative energy strategies, GIS systems, 
and environmental assessment as well as op-
portunities for careers in the sciences. They 
discuss science ethics and interact with Na-
tive American college students majoring in 
STEM fields. UMM admissions advisers ac-

Wind-STEP Is Everything
James Cotter

quaint them with the process of applying to 
college and the availability of scholarships. 
Visiting Native American educators describe 
Native styles of learning (e.g., Cajete, 1999), 
and UMM education success counselors dis-
cuss accomplishing the transition to college. 

In addition to academics, Wind-STEP 
participants learn about the area. They take a 
one-day field trip to Pipestone National Mon-
ument to learn about an important geologic 
resource and a canoe trip down the Pomme de 
Terre River to observe the 1890s hydropower 
dam constructed for milling (followed by a 
Wind-STEP community picnic). 

For the capstone project, Wind-STEP 
participants select a subject to study and 
complete research using GIS to identify a 
potential site for a wind turbine on a nearby 
reservation. Wind-STEP students studied the 
Upper Sioux Agency in 2010, Lake Traverse 
in 2012, Rosebud in 2013, Leech Lake in 2015, 
Yankton Reservation in 2016, and the White 
Earth Nation in 2011 and 2017.  Subjects have 
included zoning regulations and setbacks for 
structures and roads, FAA regulations for air-
ports, FCC regulations for communication 

infrastructure, historical severe weather and 
tornado risk, soil types and drainage, wet-
lands, and endangered species. Each student 
then generates a risk-assessment map for the 
particular study subject. At the end of the proj-
ects, all of the individual maps are “overlain,” 
and the participants decide if circumstances 
will allow the placement of a turbine and, if so, 
where it could be located. The students then 
present the results of their research either to 
the UMM community or (as they did in 2010 
and 2012) to the tribal council.

Five to ten students per summer have par-
ticipated in the Wind-STEP program. There 
are three faculty members. Three UMM Na-
tive American undergraduates who are teach-
ing assistants live in the dorms with students, 
organize social activities, and coach the stu-
dents in public speaking. For many of the 
Wind-STEP participants, it is their first time 
away from home for this length of time. At 
times, the transition has not been easy, and 
some participants have left the program. But 
most participants have a rewarding experi-
ence.
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When asked the question “What is Wind-
STEP?”, participants wrote: “Wind-STEP is 
everything”— Native American high school 
students studying wind turbines, wind, and 
other forms of alternative energy and using 
science to benefit communities. Students 
learned about college life while living in 
dorms. They interacted with college students 
and enjoyed nighttime storytelling. Wind-
STEP participants make friends, meet new 
people, and learn from role models. They 
“break out of their shell,” experience new 
things, and have fun.  
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“Wind-STEP participants learn 
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for careers in the sciences. They 
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with Native American college 
students majoring in STEM fields.”
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Mentors have been an invaluable part of my 
education. My relationship with them has 
been unique. I was homeschooled through 
high school, and my family’s approach to ed-
ucation was mentor based. I had the experi-
ence of a Commonwealth School, which is a 
collection of homeschooling families coming 
together to hold classes and combine resourc-
es. I was fortunate to grow up with a number 
of exceptional people educating me, and their 
efforts led me to become an ambitious and 
devoted student. Thanks to their influence, I 
developed a deep love of literature and writ-
ing, as well as a desire to further my education 
through college.

Entering a community college was chal-
lenging for me. I went from spending the ma-
jority of my time in self-guided study to having 
structured classes and much more assigned 
homework than usual. I am an introvert, and 
although I was socially capable, I found the 
interaction with other students could be ex-
hausting. I was accustomed to receiving feed-
back on my work, but I had never experienced 
the traditional letter-grading system. In my 
first semester, I worked very hard to receive all 
As, becoming somewhat obsessed with never 

A Greater Level of Balance
Esther Goldthwaite

allowing myself to drop below that standard.
I started attending college full time during 

my second semester. For the first time, I was 
branching outside of my personal areas of in-
terest in English and the humanities, and tak-
ing a science course. My perfectionism was at 
an all-time high, and I was moving even fur-
ther away from my comfort zone. I had signed 
up for a physical geography course taught by a 
faculty member who had been highly recom-
mended to me by advisers and other students.

This course was the closest thing I had 
found in college to my personal background 
of mentorship. The instructor did not see my 
classmates and me as a conglomeration of stu-
dents but rather as individuals deserving of 
personalized attention. One of the strongest 
impressions she made on me was her under-
standing of my introverted nature. She always 
respected my desire to observe rather than 
vocally participate in her discussion-based 
lectures, and she was always ready to listen 
when I did have something to say, whether in 
class or after class was over.

Even though I was outside of my area of in-
terest, I enjoyed her classes and their content. 
Her influence in my life became especially 

strong when I took my first exam. It was one 
of my earliest experiences taking tests, and 
I was terrified that this exam would prevent 
me from earning an A in the course. Before 
the exam, my classmates and I completed an 
analysis that asked how we expected to per-
form on the exam and factors in our lives that 
might affect our performance. I remember 
writing of my nervousness. I said that I really 
just wanted an A—my perfectionism exposed 
in my use of the word just.

When I received my exam grade, I was 
horrified—I had received an eighty-five. It 
was the first time I had received a B on any-
thing. During the next class period, I shared 
in a post-exam analysis how I felt my inexpe-
rience in the sciences and my anxiety over the 
exam had limited my ability to perform. I felt 
unsure of myself and ready to give up. After I 
submitted that analysis, the faculty member 
reached out to me. She said that there was still 
plenty of time to earn an A in the course. She 
knew I was new to science and my focus was 
elsewhere, but she said she was proud of me 
for doing well in the class. Those words meant 
everything to me.
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As I have continued in my college career, I 
have still, at times, struggled with perfection-
ism. But my mentor’s response to my fears has 
helped me to realize a greater level of balance. 
She did not tell me that my fears were ridicu-
lous and that I shouldn’t stress so much about 
little stuff. She did not tell me that I should 
stop worrying about grades. Instead, she fo-
cused on the positive aspects and helped me 
appreciate my accomplishments. I don’t think 
she realized how much her words helped me 
as I moved forward in college, but they have 
continued to have an impact on me. I have 

since had many meaningful interactions with 
my mentor. I have learned from her amazing 
teaching philosophies and expertise, and ben-
efited from her understanding.

This experience with mentorship taught 
me valuable lessons. Mentors are people who 
are there when you need extra help and sup-
port. They are people who share words of 
comfort and belief when you are struggling to 
feel that you can accomplish the tasks before 
you. Mentorship is not some grand concept 
or idea. We have the most impact when we are 
simply there for the people who need us.  

“The instructor 
did not see my 
classmates 
and me as a 
conglomeration 
of students 
but rather as 
individuals 
deserving of 
personalized 
attention.”
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I am a community college professor who val-
ues research experience for undergraduate 
students as early as possible. Not only does 
problem-based, active learning substantial-
ly benefit STEM students at any level, it also 
has great capacity to inspire seasoned profes-
sors. Thus I am always surprised when my col-
leagues insist that students in their first and 
second years of college are underprepared to 
conduct authentic research projects and limit 
the experience for these students to uninspir-
ing 10-page literature reviews—where most 
of the work is done independently outside of 
class and with little guidance. This opinion is 
widespread throughout undergraduate insti-
tutions. It seems that preparedness with re-
gard to conducting research is characterized 
by a familiarity with the literature, under-
standing of the discipline, an ability to self-di-
rect when unsupervised, and potential to con-
tribute to ongoing studies by the instructor or 
department.

It Is Not About the 
10-Page Lit Review
Niccole Villa Cerveny

My first year at college was challenging. I 
am a first-generation Hispanic female who 
attended university on scholarship. My fam-
ily was proud but not much of a resource for 
surviving at university. Although I had fin-
ished near the top of my class in high school, 
I was terribly unprepared for large classes, 
limited contact time with the professors at an 
R1 institution, and the responsibilities firmly 
placed on my shoulders for just about every-
thing unfamiliar. At the time I was a business 
major, and my adviser tried to talk me out of 
this particular course because it was known 
to be difficult. I was very fortunate to take a 
geoscience laboratory course during my sec-
ond year with a professor who did not share 
the assumption about the capabilities of early 
undergraduate researchers. When I became 
brave enough to voice my interest and excite-
ment about the geosciences to the professor, 
my undergraduate experience took a turn for 
the better. The professor took the time to find 

some specific areas of interest in the subject 
and gave me journal articles to read. He indi-
cated that there would be discipline-related 
jargon, but he would answer any questions I 
might have. Although I was not a major, he en-
gaged me in a research project that taught me 
about scanning electron microscopes, sample 
preparation, mineralogy, rock decay, and geo-
morphic processes. I would scour the stacks 
of the science library and try to find related 
books and articles that the professor had not 
read, and learned to read relevant research 
papers. Over the remainder of my undergrad-
uate education, I completed several research 
projects with this professor and took all of 
my elective courses in this field. I learned that 
packrat middens cut on a wet-saw are terribly 
smelly—defining a career with rocks rather 
than organics, how lichen growth can be used 
for climate research, and how the material 
found in rock fractures comes primarily from 
aeolian fallout rather than the decaying rock. 



“...I am always 
surprised when 
my colleagues 
insist that 
students in 
their first and 
second years 
of college are 
underprepared to 
conduct authentic 
research 
projects...”
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The last project resulted in a publication with 
my name (listed first) and my work in an ac-
tual book! Although I finished my accountan-
cy major (because I needed a job—and what 
would I do with rocks?), the publication pro-
cess meant that I stayed in contact with the 
geoscience professor. Although accountancy 
pays well, it was not exciting to me, so I en-
rolled in graduate school five years later to 
pursue geoscience.

 I was not prepared to conduct research as 
an undergraduate, but that connection with 
someone who supported me, nudged me, 
told me that my ideas were good, and showed 
me how to find the tools and information to 
enhance my ideas was the key to my staying 
in college, achieving higher gains in learning 
across all of my classes, providing confidence, 
and feeding my potential.

 Today I hold a PhD in geography with an 
emphasis in geomorphology. I teach first- and 
second-year, introductory level, geoscience 
classes. My students may have been at the 
top of their high school classes or somewhere 
else along the curve. The transition from high 
school to college includes a shift of responsi-
bility for achieving success to the student, yet 
many have no idea how to handle this respon-
sibility. Some who do understand are not al-
ways sure how to direct their efforts. Today’s 
students have so many more choices for ca-
reers and opportunities that it can be over-
whelming. I think that students need more 
guidance within all aspects of their college ex-
perience. Consequently, every student in my 

classes conducts research. Due to the teach-
ing load of community college professors, the 
experience does not exactly resemble my ex-
perience; however, it is hands-on and student 
directed.

 Most of the time, these students under-
take a class-wide project related to subjects 
covered in the course in which the nonmajor 
students utilize their best contributions with-
in their available time. For example, someone 
who is interested in marketing will take on the 
role of publicizing the project, utilizing their 
knowledge of the science from class and their 
budding public marketing skills possibly ac-
quired from another class. It is my job to facil-
itate the scientific techniques for students at 
varying levels, including exposure to the rele-
vant literature. This approach has generated 
many exciting topics, as my introductory-lev-
el students are not indoctrinated into the dis-
cipline and can generate some wild ideas that 
are sometimes very fruitful. When they are not 
so fruitful, we still advance our ability to con-
duct scientific research learning, and reach 
an understanding of the benefits and limita-
tions of such an approach. Because projects 
are student generated, they often establish 
self-directed components as they need and 
want more time on the projects. Frequently, 
projects even benefit the department or the 
institution. Often first- and second-year stu-
dents contribute publications to advance the 
discipline. Thus the positive outcomes of the 
projects are multiple and reap many rewards 
for instructor, student, and institution. 
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As we move between different life stages, the 
one constant is change. The goal in introduc-
tory biology for nonmajors at my institution 
is to facilitate the transition between high 
school expectations and college expectations 
and to prepare students for upper-division 
courses and the working world. Although the 
core of each course is a set of content-specific 
objectives, the soft skills and habits of mind 
fostered are arguably of higher value to the 
students than discrete facts about science, es-
pecially if adapting to new climates is a goal.

I am a first-generation American and the 
first in my family to navigate the U.S. high-
er education system. As such, I have learned 
that faculty members need to practice what 
they preach. To help students adjust to the 
new expectations of a college climate, facul-
ty members need to be good examples. They 
need to be on time, kind, approachable, re-
sponsive, and transparent. Being punctual 
demonstrates respect for other people and 
their time. Being kind and approachable, even 
if experiencing frustrations outside of class, 
demonstrates emotional control and profes-
sionalism. Being responsive and transparent 
means respecting students’ time-sensitive 

Climate in the Classroom
Nicola Plowes

queries, as well as being clear and open about 
expectations and ways of teaching and assess-
ing. As teachers, we are the role models for the 
students’ new climate.

There is a vast quantity of practical life 
skills that can improve students’ academic 
outcomes, quality of life, and success in the 
workplace. High school expectations and dif-
ferences in cultural norms can result in a kind 
of culture shock for students entering the 
new climate of college. In high school, many 
students were kept on time and on track by 
parents and teachers—now they are held re-
sponsible for being seated and ready. They 
need to plan out each week—balancing social 
life, financial obligations (work), and academ-
ic demands. When and how much should they 
study? How can they negotiate the inevitable 
hurdles—a stomach bug, a change to a job 
schedule, and so forth.

My approach is to set clear expectations for 
due dates and have the information accessible 
on the learning management system as well as 
posted during lecture. For assignments that 
are more than a couple of days in the future, 
I provide reminders. The students are not 
ready to listen to a single announcement and 

follow through. A few weeks into each semes-
ter, I show them how I organize my time—us-
ing apps for making lists, calendars with tasks/
events, and reminders that arrive on a phone, 
as well as recording tasks in old-fashioned 
ruled notebooks. A week before each exam, I 
ask students to write out the dates and times 
when they plan to study their notes.

Arriving for class on time is an important 
skill that is easily overlooked. Positive rein-
forcement is provided by taking attendance 
(worth points) at every lecture meeting. Late 
students lose points. Students who email be-
fore class to provide notification that they 
will be late or absent gain points. Such proce-
dures build skills of good communication. It 
takes practice to know that advance planning 
is required to arrive at a particular location 
at a particular time. As some cultures have 
more flexible interpretations of “on time,” 
enforcing attendance policies (with less than 
five minutes of flexibility) helps students to 
achieve workplace expectations.

Other noncontent skills important in the 
modern workplace include proficiency in 
basic word-processing programs such as for-
matting that produces functional documents. 
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Fundamental ability in the use of spread-
sheets to store numbers and make simple 
bar charts would be a baseline expectation in 
many businesses and professions. Using email 
appropriately, uploading documents, sending 
documents, creating legible scans, and using 
digital media also are customary expectations 
in the workplace. Keeping an organized note-
book or file folder is another skill developed. 
Some students catch on easily, whereas oth-
ers need to be guided and reminded, not only 
to maintain their organized notes but also to 
understand why organization is important.

Students also need assistance in learn-
ing practices at college that can help them 
in planning their future, such as discovering 

programs and support systems at their insti-
tution, seeing faculty during office hours and 
asking for career advice, developing profes-
sional relationships with faculty, gathering in-
formation about grants and scholarships, and 
applying for internships to obtain experience 
and connect with potential employers. They 
need to understand the benefits of maintain-
ing a solid grade-point average and applying 
themselves so that they may complete their 
education, obtain a desired position, and re-
pay their student loans. We can equip all our 
students to succeed in the many climates that 
they will encounter in college, in the work-
place, and in life.  

“High school 
expectations and 
differences in 
cultural norms 
can result in a 
kind of culture 
shock for students 
entering the 
new climate of 
college.”
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Students Are an Asset
Thomas B. Higgins

Not long ago, I had the opportunity to spend 
two years at the National Science Foundation 
(NSF) as a program officer in the Division 
of Undergraduate Education. This new role 
gave me the chance to see higher education 
and the daily life of a faculty member from a 
new perspective. I temporarily left my home 
institution and my department but kept my 
ties to colleagues and friends, I gained some 
distance from the classroom and the day-to-
day interactions with students without sepa-
rating myself from the profession of teaching, 
I acquired a wider view of the state of higher 
education, and I more deeply appreciated the 
ongoing efforts to reform and improve stu-
dent learning in other STEM disciplines. Now 
that I have returned to faculty life, I can fully 
appreciate how this change has allowed me to 
see my role as a professor in a new perspec-
tive. 

One thing that shocked and saddened me 
was the increasingly prominent role of the 
student-deficit perspective in institutional 
culture and the dialogue of higher education. 
It seems that, when something goes wrong 
inside or outside the classroom, the default 

position is to assume it is the students’ fault 
due to their intrinsic lack of knowledge, moti-
vation, or planning. I first noticed this implicit 
bias in my own language. Once I began to lis-
ten for it more intently, I realized I was not the 
only perpetrator—it was everyone. I would 
hear it in conversations with colleagues, con-
sultations with prospective investigators, and 
presentations at conferences. If this is what 
we are saying to our colleagues, we are, with-
out a doubt, communicating it to our students 
as well. If our students don’t believe we be-
lieve in them, why should we expect them to 
learn from us?  

The student-deficit model has been stud-
ied extensively, but my operational use of this 
construct is that it is the belief that students 
come to us broken, and it is our job to fix them. 
There are several things wrong with this per-
spective, but the worst thing is that it makes 
the classroom a dreary place to teach and to 
learn. Why would we force this dystopia on 
our students and on ourselves? 

Instead of treating of students as proj-
ects that need our attention, it is better (and 
more productive) to embrace students for 

what they really are: individuals with assets 
and agency. By understanding our students’ 
motivations and focusing on the positive at-
tributes they bring to our classrooms, we can 
infuse a sense of challenge and fulfillment 
into our teaching practice. Yes, students come 
with misunderstandings and misconceptions 
about our favorite subject, but if we embrace 
their mistakes and misconceptions, these 
become teachable moments not only for stu-
dents but also for us as faculty members to 
learn about and improve our own teaching 
practice. 

I fully believe that no effort to reform and 
improve student learning can succeed in an 
environment where students are subject to 
the implicit bias of the deficit perspective and 
thus that they are not being treated fairly. Al-
though I know I cannot change the environ-
ment and culture of my institution by myself 
or overnight, I do know that I have control 
over the environment and culture of my class-
room. If I do not consciously try to improve 
it, I would be remiss. To force myself out of a 
knee-jerk, student-deficit perspective, I have 
sought to consciously practice the following 
three principles: 
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Professors Andrew Kerr (third from left) and Phillip Vargas (second from right) receive instructions from an experienced cohort of City Colleges of Chi-
cago research students in how to fill a high-altitude latex weather balloon with helium. The purple box in the back left holds the scientific payload of 
experiments designed and built by the students. The balloon ascended to approximately 100,000 feet before popping and parachuting back to earth. 
The payload and experiments were recovered later that day. Photo courtesy of Michael Davis.
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(1) Never speak ill of a student, in any case. 
Words have power and influence other, 
more subtle aspects of how we commu-
nicate our true thoughts and intentions. 
Since I am the leader of my classroom, my 
words and thoughts have an outsized im-
pact on everyone else who is part of it. 

(2) When a student does something unexpected, 
don’t react. Instead, pause, reflect, and ask 
a question. When a student makes a mis-
take, there is a reason. Look for the rea-
son. This should not be interpreted as giv-
ing the student a break if he or she doesn’t 
deserve it, but at least find out the under-
lying causes or motivations for an action 
instead of jumping to a conclusion. If I do 
this, students will at least view me as fair. 

(3) Finally, model the desired behavior for stu-
dents to practice. Life is not fair: it is capri-
cious and chaotic, especially for young 
adults. If I practice what I preach and take 
ownership of the mistakes I make, stu-
dents will at least feel like I am on their 
side, even when life is not. 

Have I been perfect with my practice? Defi-
nitely not. But I think I have been success-
ful. After I returned from NSF, I taught two 
sections of first-semester general chemistry 
with laboratory. Of my 56 students, only two 
dropped the course. This 3.6-percent drop 
rate is much lower than my pre-NSF 28-per-
cent drop rate. This may be more anecdote 
than evidence, but the lesson I learned is that 
my unconscious habits and attitudes have an 
important impact on my classroom environ-
ment and my students’ willingness to be a part 
of it.   

“Model the 
desired behavior 
for students to 
practice.”
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Mentors for Classroom Roles
Michael Newsom

Working as an adjunct faculty member has 
opened my eyes to the challenges faced by 
schools and teachers. I’ve had the opportunity 
to work for several schools in Chicago that ca-
ter to students with wildly different economic 
backgrounds, but two factors are constant. 
First, all schools have limited resources and 
rely on part-time faculty to teach as much as 
50 percent of the course load. Second, many 
adjuncts are knowledgeable in their fields, but 
they have limited understanding of educa-
tional theory and pedagogy.

After roughly five years of working as an 
adjunct instructor, I had the opportunity to 
take a seminar on educational theory. Up un-
til that point, I had been teaching by instinct 
with very inconsistent results. The seminar 
pointed me in a better direction by explaining 
how the classroom really worked and cleared 
up a lot of problems that had stumped me by 
changing my ideas about the person in the 
center of the classroom. The instructor for 
the seminar became a model for what I hoped 
to achieve in my own classroom.

I began teaching with good intentions but 
with no idea how to make them real. My strat-
egy was to simply copy my favorite teachers 

from the past. My lesson plan was to lecture all 
the time. My expectations were to dazzle ev-
ery student with a careful selection of well-or-
dered topics. The students would work hard 
during class and still be motivated to study on 
their own. Things, of course, did not turn out 
that way, but semester after semester, I would 
tinker with small pieces of my course to try 
and live up to those original intentions.

 Teaching was not as effortless as those 
teachers from the past made it seem. Most 
students were not doing well in my class no 
matter what I did. For the first few years, my 
attitude was essentially “teach harder,” and 
I spent my time writing better lectures and 
more clever homework questions. I was trying 
to refine what I did and expecting the students 
to respond. The classroom is not a laboratory, 
and a similar set of circumstances is not guar-
anteed to lead to the same results. The incon-
sistency was very frustrating, and the success 
of a class felt like it depended exclusively on 
factors outside my control.

My breakthrough came during the Learn-
ing and Teaching seminar at the City Colleges 
of Chicago. This was a 10-week series of week-
ly meetings addressing topics about educa-

tional theory, active learning, and classroom 
management. The class was small—only 
about 10 people from disciplines ranging from 
math and language to art history. The partici-
pants worked together during class to address 
these topics and reflected on their learning in 
a series of individual essays. Most classes were 
run as a group discussion with very little em-
phasis on lecture. The reading was significant, 
but the class assignments were constructed so 
they did not depend on the reading too heav-
ily. The short duration required the class to 
move at lightning speed, but further research 
was suggested for anyone who wanted more 
detail on a given topic.

 The course provided the circumstances 
I needed to better understand my role in the 
classroom. It was great to share experiences 
with people I would not have met under ordi-
nary circumstances despite how much we had 
in common. It was reassuring to know other 
people had faced the same difficulties and to 
hear how they overcame them. I remember 
being particularly impressed by a colleague 
who changed his entire syllabus in the middle 
of the semester based on issues discussed in 
the seminar.
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It was also interesting to watch how the 
instructor handled the class—doing small 
things like arranging tables to foster dis-
cussion and bigger things like changing the 
schedule to accommodate last-minute can-
cellations. It was an approach to the class-
room that I did not know was possible. During 
the class, I would often ask myself, “Is this 
really the assignment?”, because it was so dif-
ferent from the work I had given my class. At 
first, it was difficult, but over time, I came to 
appreciate the learner-centered approach.

The most important lesson I learned 
during the seminar was the importance of 
the social aspects of learning. Students learn 
more if they work together, and it is far more 
important for them to work out meaning 
amongst themselves than to absorb infor-
mation uncritically from the instructor. Put 
simply, classrooms are more effective when 
the teacher stops trying to be the “sage on the 
stage” and learns to become the “guide on the 

side.” This attitude places the student at the 
center of the learning process and results in a 
more significant learning experience.

I have been slowly transitioning my class 
away from a traditional lecture-based course 
to one with more active learning assignments 
and more group assignments that require 
conversation with other students. This has 
been challenging, but the results have been 
significant. Students participate more and 
learn more when they are given the chance to 
do something rather than to sit still and lis-
ten. I am currently researching strategies to 
change my approach to laboratory work.

Everyone remembers the great teachers 
of their childhood. However, once you start 
teaching, you realize it requires a strategy. A 
small amount of guidance goes a long way in 
this regard. The small changes I have made 
since reevaluating my role in the classroom 
have led to better results from the students 
and less inconsistent experiments for me.  

“The most 
important lesson I 
learned...was the 
importance of the 
social aspects of 
learning.”
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I Am Your Insider
Chryssa Michelle Maloney

I am a tutor at a community college in Chica-
go, and the students with whom I work come 
to trust me for my knowledge, my ready ear 
for their concerns, and my approach in taking 
each and every one of them seriously. I give 
them my time, and I give them my best, to pre-
pare them for life beyond college. Through the 
years, I have noticed that each student offers a 
unique perspective into how I might become 
a better mentor and guide. I learned that, as 
their tutor, I am their insider to the complexi-
ties of college life. 

As a tutor, I am the students’ insider, but I 
am also the insider for you, the faculty mem-
ber. I know facets of your students’ lives and 
your pedagogy that students may not wish to 
admit in front of peers or even to you. They 
ask me embarrassing questions, confide in 
me, and seek me in their most confident and 
desperate moments. From these experiences, 
there are three simple things I have consis-
tently noticed in the students who need my 
support. 

(1) A need for empowerment. Azariah came to 
me for tutoring after a series of missed 
lectures and assignments. By the first of 
the given problem set, I watched as Aza-

riah became entrenched in a self-made 
logical quagmire. When faced with this 
situation, many students have learned to 
lean into their own anxiety; in this proac-
tive way, they take control of their educa-
tion. But Azariah didn’t respond as such, 
and it would take many hours of relation-
ship-building to learn why the commit-
ment to school was nill. 

One day, after I asked, “How are you today?”, 
Azariah shared with me that a parent had been 
in surgery again.

“I’m so sorry. That is tough.”
“Yeah.” Azariah sighed. “He’s going to have 

his other toes removed now because of the di-
abetes, and all his doctor appointments are 
during class.”

“That’s terrible. So, you go with him and 
miss class?” 

“Kind of. He only wants me to drive him 
there. Medicaid provides a driver, but he 
doesn’t trust a stranger.” 

My heart sank. “Familismo?” I asked.
Azariah’s eyes lit up. “Yes! How did you 

know?” In some families, the family comes 
first regardless of what individual sacrific-
es need to be made. It would take many fol-

low-ups and mock conversations amid actual 
tutoring before Azariah felt comfortable ne-
gotiating boundaries (with an otherwise very 
supportive family) to ensure class would no 
longer be missed. 

What can a person do with helplessness 
once it is fully believed? If student voices are 
quelled, it becomes more difficult for them to 
be engaged in their learning. If student voices, 
no matter how hidden, are quelled by us, then 
who else can they turn to?

(2) The belief that struggle is unsightly. Alex 
was engaged, thoughtful, and polite. With 
meticulous handwriting, deliberate and 
courteous question-asking, and great 
eye-contact that implied intent listening, 
Alex consistently finished the assigned 
math homework. Surprisingly, however, 
the completion of said homework always 
took place during our sessions, and de-
spite much effort to study at home, Alex 
was not doing so well in trigonometry. 
When a mediocre exam grade left Alex 
inconsolable, I immediately moved us to 
a quiet location to talk and related that I 
was sorry to see that the exam grade had 
such a devastating effect. I learned that 
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Alex was the first person in the family to 
attend college and could not ask for help 
from family members. A younger sister 
was looking up to Alex, and Alex did not 
want to let her down. Alex stated, “The 
other kids just seem to get it instantly, and 
it takes me all night.” 

I opened up briefly about my own academic 
struggles and reminded Alex that the person 
able to teach mathematics today was formed, 
not born. I reminded Alex that on another 
floor of the building was a team of quite un-
derstanding and well-trained professional lis-
teners who would love to give an hour of time 
to talk when stressors such as this one popped 
up. I walked Alex to the counseling center and 
departed with the reassuring message “I will 
see you next week. We will get through this.” 
We did.

It is my belief that the most prepared stu-
dents have been exposed to the multifaceted 
nature of success via an insider to the process. 
Having had several insiders myself—person-
able mentors willing to embrace their unique 
cognitive hiccups—I began to communicate 
openly to Alex about my own past struggles 
with certain concepts. This gave Alex the 
chance to shed a positive light on small blun-
ders but not become entangled in them. I also 
showed Alex that seeking professional help 
is one way that successful people solve prob-
lems.

(3) A frustrated dependence on the instructor. 
“So, what you’re saying is that the pho-
tons travel in sort of a membrane. Like a 
herd.” Casey blew me away with an inco-
herent explanation of wave-particle dual-
ity.

Aware of it or not, Casey was overwhelmed. 
The expectation in college is, of course, that 
students enter it after embracing the belief 
that obtaining knowledge is worth a struggle.

“The teacher teaches off of pre-made 
 PowerPoints and doesn’t grade our home-
work,” said Casey. “They [sic] just put a check-
mark on it and don’t answer their emails. The 
test prep is just a packet of problems with an 
answer bank, and we’re not sure when it’ll be.” 

How do we convince students that even 
the most mind-bending concept is worthy 
of our time and mental effort? Not only that, 
how do we convince them that they must ac-
tively seek this challenge? Surely it starts with 
good communication and clear expectations. 

As it turned out, Casey didn’t realize that 
reading the textbook was less a suggestion and 
more a law of effective learning but also didn’t 
realize that a lack of feedback and wordy text 
read from lecture slides resulted in pretty 
lackluster communication. As a first-semes-
ter college student, Casey simply didn’t know 
that self-directed learning was such an inte-
gral part of the course and so struggled until 
the expectation was set. This student needed 
more courteous communication, and clearer 

goals and expectations from the instructor. 
From me, building skills that could foster in-
dependence would prove valuable. From Ca-
sey, patience and persistence were required. 
The self-reliance that Casey gained through 
independent learning, as well as the organiza-
tional skills co-implemented by us, appeased 
much of the anxiety that stemmed from less-
than-stellar lecturing.

A solution: Teach students to feel empowered, 
confident, and proactive. Preparing our stu-
dents to participate in their communities and 
welcome budding challenges on the horizon 
will require they think well, question them-
selves, and create meaningful ideas. These are 
skills conferred by a good education. Within 
our system that provides such an education, I 
believe that my role as a tutor is to put myself 
out of a job by teaching students to feel em-
powered, confident, and proactive. For this, I 
need your help. If we prepare our students in 
such a way that eventually leaves me unem-
ployed, it would be because we successfully 
communicated that they are all empowered 
beings able to co-pilot their own growth. I 
would be satisfied with that. Until that day of 
unemployment, I will always be searching for 
ways to better embrace my role. 

What is your role as our students travel 
their educational path? May the perspectives 
of your assistants, tutors, and students pro-
vide insight for developing into the teacher 
you wish to become.  
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The Light at the 
End of the Tunnel
Angelica Rose Galvan

First-year undergrads can often feel like they’re 
in a long, dark tunnel by themselves. They’re on a 
path, but they can’t see anything, and they’re un-
sure of where they’re going. Mentors are the peo-
ple who believe in students and encourage them 
to continue pursuing their dreams. They are the 
light at the end of the tunnel. 

When I first met my mentor, she was soft-spo-
ken, was very polite, and had a slight British 
accent. I can distinctly remember panicking 
because I did not know how to pronounce her 
last name, and I was relieved when she told 
me to just call her by her first name. In the lab, 
she assigned me to work on wire coatings and 
scaffold assembly. It was simple, but still, she 
often appeared at my shoulder to ensure that I 
did everything correctly. My mentor was very 
quiet, serious, and focused in the lab, so I tried 
to be the same. For the first month, I dipped 
wires in poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) solution 
and assembled scaffolds. It was not exactly 
the exciting research experience that I en-

visioned, but I liked being in the lab because 
it reminded me of my engineering shop back 
home. 

The college transition for me was pret-
ty rough. For the first two weeks of college, 
I locked myself in my dorm at the end of the 
day and cried. Yes, I’m an emotional engi-
neer. When I’m happy, I’m an alkali metal, and 
when I’m sad, I’m a halogen. I didn’t think that 
homesickness would be a problem because 
I’m an introvert; I’m good at being alone. 
However, I realized that it is difficult to be 
the best version of yourself when you are not 
surrounded by the people who believe in you. 
The lab was the place that allowed me to focus 
all of my energy and not be overwhelmed by 
homesickness or everything else at the Uni-
versity of Michigan. In the lab, it was just me, 
the copper wires, the PVA solution, and the 
scaffolds. I was a noble gas, and the lab was my 
comfort bubble. 

However, for someone who is naturally an 
alkali metal, it was inevitable that something 

would eventually cause me to react. For me, it 
was soap. It happened when I was researching 
liquid-liquid extractions for my chemistry lab 
homework. I read something about how sur-
factants decreased the surface tension of wa-
ter and got a brilliant idea. I thought that if I 
added soap to the PVA solution, it might help 
the solution wet on the copper wires better 
to create a more homogeneous coating. I had 
to test it, but I couldn’t run out to the lab at 3 
am. Instead, I performed the experiment with 
sugar water, soap, and a fork in my dorm room. 
It worked, and my mentor heard all about it on 
Monday morning. 

I know it is a rather simple thing to let un-
dergraduates add soap to solutions, but when 
my mentor allowed me to try out my crazy 
idea, it meant a lot to me. That was the first 
time I realized my mentor was willing to genu-
inely listen to my ideas and opinions about the 
project. Although I knew nothing about scaf-
fold design and nerve repair, my mentor never 
judged me for my lack of knowledge; she was 
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patient and approachable. She treated me as 
an equal, listening to my idea and supporting 
my enthusiasm for experimentation. That’s 
why I always felt comfortable asking her ques-
tions.

After that, my mentor slowly reduced the 
frequency of telling me what to do and al-
lowed me to try mini-experiments in the lab. 
Knowing that she trusted me enough to figure 
out things on my own gave me the confidence 
to own my project and believe that I had what 
it took to pursue a career in research. In high 
school, I had a mentor who introduced me to 
the joy and excitement of the design process. 

She helped me realize that I 
had a passion for research; 
she’s the reason why I’m 
studying engineering. Howev-
er, my undergraduate mentor 
is the person who helped me 
realize that I had the poten-
tial to be a good scientist, and 
she became a role model to 
me—an example of the per-
son I wanted to become. She 
inspires me to continue pur-
suing my dream of earning a 
PhD in the future. 

In the small moments be-
tween experiments, during 
our walks between the G. G. 
Brown Building and the En-
ergy Institute or during our 
chats in her office, my mentor 
would ask me about my class-

es, and I could tell that she was genuinely in-
terested to know how I was doing. I would ask 
her questions about her experiences studying 
abroad, doing research as a graduate student, 
or just conducting research in general, and 
she was always very open to sharing her expe-
riences with me. As I got to know my mentor 
and she got to know me, I became more com-
fortable being myself in the lab. I was no longer 
able to contain myself as a noble gas; I became 
an alkali metal. For a first-year  student who 
had not yet figured out where she belonged at 
a huge place like the University of Michigan, 
it was nice to know that there was someone 

who understood and cared and that there was 
a place where I could be myself. That’s why 
my mentor is the person who makes me feel at 
home at Michigan. 

I believe that the turning point—the 
 moment when we both made an effort to 
transform our relationship—was when I 
stayed in Ann Arbor to do research over the 
summer. Inside the lab, I’ve learned a lot from 
planning and performing my chemical syn-
thesis with my mentor and looked forward to 
our tea-break chats. Outside of the lab, we’ve 
enjoyed playing tennis, watching Shakespeare 
in the Arb, feeding the squirrels on the diag, 
and eating ice cream together. She is one of 
the few people on campus who know me com-
pletely, inside and outside of the lab. We have 
a great mentor-mentee relationship because 
we both found the courage to open up and 
make the effort to get to know each other sim-
ply as people. Kendell Pawelec is more than a 
mentor to me; she is also my friend. 

Passion for a research project and a good 
relationship with a mentor is not something 
that happens by chance; it is a gradual pro-
cess that requires patience and effort. So, I 
encourage future undergraduate students to 
approach their research experience with a cu-
rious mind and an open heart. Take the risk to 
experiment and explore. Find the courage to 
ask questions and initiate conversations with 
your mentor, because mentorship is a two-
way street. If you take a chance to open up and 
show people who you are, it might encourage 
them to open up to you as well. 

Student Angelica Rose Galvan, left, with her mentor 
Kendell M. Pawelec in the lab at the University of Michigan.
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A World of Gray Possibilities
Kendell M. Pawelec

At some point in a research career, the op-
portunity will arise to become a mentor to an 
undergraduate student. This can be the result 
of hours spent sifting through resumes and 
interviews or stem from a brief introducto-
ry e-mail. Regardless, the decision of whom 
to mentor is only the initial hurdle in making 
new students into productive members of 
the lab. On the surface, the job of the mentor 
is to teach lab safety and research techniques 
to mentees and set them on a course to be 
productive as soon as possible. However, the 
most important step of the process, and what 
sets the tone for the rest of the relationship, 
is how these students are welcomed into the 
lab and integrated into a culture that is very 
foreign from the rest of their undergraduate 
learning experiences. As part of my own aca-
demic journey, I have made numerous excur-
sions between labs and across disciplines. In 
all of these travels, at every stage of training—
undergraduate, graduate, and postdoctor-
al—two aspects in particular always set the 
tone for all further interactions: interfacing 
with the human environment and defining ex-
pectations. Thus, I feel that there should be a 
greater awareness of how mentors approach 

the introduction of undergraduate students 
to research.

Undergraduate students have had exten-
sive training to prepare them for the rigors 
of assimilating packets of new knowledge 
and demonstrating their mastery in prepared 
exams. However, the research environment 
does not follow a prescribed set of rules, and 
most labs exhibit a type of organized chaos. 
As a completely different environment from 
everything previously experienced, the lab 
can pose many uncertainties for new recruits. 
There are the obvious difficulties such as 
learning bench techniques or organizing and 
analyzing data, but more fundamentally, stu-
dents may struggle with questions about how 
they should identify and achieve a “right” an-
swer. They wonder where they fit into the lab 
organization and how to measure their suc-
cess in research. 

The transition from black-and-white abso-
lutes to a world of gray possibilities is tricky 
and fraught with struggles. For many under-
graduate students, every lab course and ex-
periment has been strictly defined through-
out their education, and students are judged 
on one correct answer. As anyone who has 
been exposed to research knows, there are no 

guarantees that a hypothesis will be proven 
and certainly no guarantee that a given ap-
proach will yield results on the first try. After 
all, if research was easy, it would not be any 
fun! Layered on top of this is an often nebu-
lous organization of fellow researchers, with 
no clearly defined expectations of what will be 
accomplished. For mentors, these are critical 
issues that undoubtedly need to be addressed

Setting the stage for research is ensuring 
that students have all the support that they 
may need, something that starts at the initial 
welcome. All mentors are aware that research 
is becoming increasingly interdisciplinary; a 
lab requires the convergence of many opin-
ions and expertise, and is therefore a nexus 
of people with very different skill-sets: un-
dergraduates, graduate students, technicians, 
postdoctoral scholars, and instructors. Al-
though an overall theme of the research may 
(or may not) be well defined, every individual 
has a unique scope of work, specialized knowl-
edge, and relatively flexible working hours. 
However, the ups and downs of research are 
what all have in common. When interactions 
between researchers in the lab are personal 
and everyone knows the name of their peers, 
the lab becomes more than an area for gen-
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erating data but also changes into a support 
network. Thus, the mentor can give no better 
welcome than to integrate a mentee swiftly 
into this supportive environment. 

What can undergraduate students gain 
from this support network that they cannot 
gain solely from their mentor? In the course 
of their studies, undergraduates are often 
constrained by their coursework and only 
interact with a subset of people within their 
major. The diverse group composing a lab can 
provide interactions that offer insight into 
other possible careers or spark an interest in 
a previously unknown field. On a more mun-
dane front, there will always be times when 
mentors are unavailable to students. Mentees 
need to be able to rely on others around them 
to help answer their questions. Also, appear-
ances really matter in the beginning stages of 
the mentor-mentee relationship. Undergrad-
uates, just finding their feet, are often loathe 
to appear “stupid” and admit that, after two 
days, they have not memorized where all the 
supplies are stored in the lab. Instead of ask-
ing, they may pull out every drawer, open ev-
ery cupboard, and generally make a 20-minute 
experiment into a 2-hour ordeal. This is where 
the support network can come in handy. Ask-
ing questions of strangers is difficult. Asking 
questions of peers is easier and goes a long 
way toward making a lab a nonjudgmental 

space and, by extension, one that is more safe 
and enjoyable for everyone. 

The success of a project and a researcher is 
another aspect that can be determined during 
the first week of mentorship. Setting up a suc-
cessful experience can be as simple as out-
lining expectations at the start—not just the 
expectations of the mentors but also of the 
mentees. Expectations can direct the working 
relationship (how many hours per week, the 
level of independence, and so forth) or out-
line the outcomes desired by undergraduate 
researchers from their research experience. 
Some students want room to play and make 
hypotheses. Some are far more comfortable 
being directed throughout their time at the 
bench. To make the most of everyone’s time, 
it is important to be attentive to the wishes 
of each student and to learn the definition of 
success for each student.

Adapting to undergraduate expectations 
does not imply that mentors cannot have 
their own expectations of students. As the 
one directing the undergraduate’s learning, 
the mentor has an obligation to consider what 
a lab experience should teach. Before new un-
dergraduates arrive at the lab, some skill or 
concept that the mentor wants to impart to 
undergraduates should be identified. For ex-
ample, although students may want minute 
direction on how to perform experiments, 

they should also be expected to understand 
the logic behind the experimental hypothesis. 
If students are performing a repetitive task 
such as analyzing data or running the xn varia-
tions of a matrix, then they should have a firm 
grasp of the background literature and its role 
in the overall project. In such a scenario, stu-
dents not only learn but also become more in-
vested in the research and excited about their 
contribution. 

No matter how much time and enthusiasm 
brought by a student or mentor to a project, 
some individuals are never truly comfortable 
in research or in the particular research of 
the experience. Undergraduate research can 
still be a success, as long as the expectations 
of mentors and mentees have been fulfilled, 
and they have had fun. In the best mentor re-
lationships, it is not just students who learn 
and grow but also mentors. For those like my-
self who started their journey in academia as 
undergraduate researchers, becoming a men-
tor is a wonderful way to gain perspective and 
realize how far you have come. It is an oppor-
tunity to capitalize on the best mentor expe-
riences, sharing a love of the field, explaining 
its inspirations, and—best of all—meeting 
new people. It all starts with a very warm wel-
come—and who knows where it goes from 
there?  
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Solving the Maze
Joshua McCausland

As a homeschooled student, I used to worry 
about the toughness of college life—I did not 
have much experience with science or com-
petitive writing beyond what I could read and 
study at home. During my initial transition to 
the University of North Georgia (UNG), the 
realms of research and academia surprised 
me with their ability to be enlightening and 
fun, and inspired me to pursue them as career 
paths. Navigating the complex landscape for 
admittance to graduate school and advance-
ment toward my dream of a science career 
proved challenging. Fortunately, I had incred-
ibly supportive faculty mentors at UNG who 
helped catalyze my future and jumpstart my 
critical transition to graduate school by as-
sisting me in my application to a post-bacca-
laureate research fellowship at the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) through the Un-
dergraduate Scholarship Program (UGSP), a 
highly competitive scholarship that provides 
college graduates with the opportunity to do 
basic research as a postbaccalaureate scholar.

I currently attend Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity (JHU) as a PhD student in biophysics. 
Graduate school has been one of the most 
rewarding experiences of my life so far, but 

the climate here is completely different from 
that of UNG. From what my UNG mentors 
described to me, I expected that grad school 
would have much higher expectations of me 
on a daily basis, but I was unsure what that 
really meant. Interestingly, my most import-
ant training at UNG was not just pipetting or 
chemical-mixing; it was the ability to read and 
analyze a paper. UNG developed my critical 
faculties and helped me to think about the 
meaning of my data and the big picture of a 
project. 

Transitioning to JHU was a big leap, and I 
do not think I could have come here without 
the support of my NIH fellowship position in 
honing the skills I acquired at UNG, for gradu-
ate school has high expectations. NIH trained 
me in a diverse array of areas, from daily lab 
work to competitive writing for graduate 
school applications. This is why I feel grateful 
for my amazing mentors at UNG. One helped 
me learn how to write competitive applica-
tions for scholarships, pushing me to work 
nonstop on application after application until 
we reached success. Another mentor pushed 
me not to learn more lab skills but to step back 
and think about the scientific literature. I had 

learned how to read papers by that point, but 
she encouraged me to hone my ability to read, 
analyze, and present papers in my advanced 
cell class. Both of these professors helped ce-
ment my success.

Once I started at NIH, I began to realize 
that primary research was a different world. 
My first few weeks were spent panicked and 
stressed trying to adjust to the environment 
and figure things out. However, once I found 
my stride, I realized I was much better pre-
pared than I thought, and my lab colleagues 
commented that I had more than just great 
bench skills. I was assigned a journal club pre-
sentation three months after starting. The 
journal club meets regularly to present and 
talk about recent scientific papers. Fortunate-
ly, one of my UNG mentors had structured 
her advanced cell class just like a professional 
journal club. My lab colleagues told me that 
my journal club discussion was the best they 
had experienced, “raising the bar” for the rest 
of the postbacs coming to their lab. Ever since 
then, I have been involved in reading and dis-
cussing literature with my mentors at NIH, 
and they helped further develop my skills. I 
frequently found that UNG had trained me to 
succeed. 
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There were definitely aspects of graduate 
school I did not expect when I was an under-
graduate—namely the focus on grant-writing. 
My PhD mentor expects me to write grant 
applications until I earn one, which is great 
practice for me since I want to run my own 
research lab someday. However, at UNG I did 
not initially have much experience applying 
for competitive scholarships or grants. This 
is where one mentor’s encouragement came 
in. She pushed me to apply for scholarship af-
ter scholarship until I earned the NIH UGSP. 
After she helped me apply for the NIH fellow-

ship, I used her training to apply for, and nab, 
a travel grant for an undergraduate confer-
ence later that year through the biology major 
honors society. To date, I have applied for the 
National Science Foundation’s Graduate Re-
search Fellowship Program, and I am putting 
together an NIH grant to help fund my re-
search. I have learned how to approach com-
petitive writing partly because of my founda-
tional work at UNG. 

I would not have made it this far without 
the support of my mentors. Because of their 
unending patience, I crafted a personal state-

ment, both out of experience and competitive 
writing, to obtain a place at my top-choice 
graduate school at JHU. The university at-
tracted me for multiple reasons. Since I want 
to run my own research lab, attending a pre-
mier research institution provides several 
opportunities to practice writing grants, try 
the latest scientific techniques, and push for 
high-impact research. Most important, I am 
developing new skills that I never anticipated, 
such as learning how to network with other 
scientists in my field and take the initiative 
to become a leader in campus groups. Sci-
ence relies on teamwork and clear, successful 
communication of ideas. However, I doubt I 
would have been as well prepared for graduate 
school if it were not for the people who were 
there for me at UNG and NIH. I am continu-
ally grateful for the help they gave me, and I 
still feel amazed that I attend a university like 
JHU. Now, I plan to pay this service forward. I 
have already started mentoring bright, young 
undergraduates and rotation students in my 
lab. I hope I can instill the same academic cu-
riosity and passion for science in them like 
what my UNG role models did in me.   

“...I am developing new skills that I 
never anticipated, such as learning 
how to network with other scientists 
in my field and take the initiative to 
become a leader in campus groups.”
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Revamping a Course to 
Change the Climate
Miriam Segura-Totten

Since I became a faculty member, I have men-
tored many students through transitions 
from undergraduate to graduate studies. My 
mentoring relationship with students often 
begins when they enroll in one of my courses 
at the University of North Georgia (UNG), 
such as the upper-level Advanced Cell Biology 
elective. I designed this course in response to 
changes in content of the Medical College Ad-
mission Test (MCAT). There were a number 
of topics in the new MCAT that the universi-
ty’s required courses did not emphasize. In 
looking through these topics, I realized that 
focusing on the comparison between normal 
and cancer cells would target a number of 
them such as the regulation of metabolism, 
stem cells, and immunology. This approach 
also capitalized on my expertise in cell biol-
ogy. In addition, since this elective would at-
tract premed students, the focus on disease 
was a natural choice. 

The MCAT also had been modified to place 
a stronger emphasis on critical thinking, so I 
thought carefully about how I could integrate 
this learning outcome into the course. To de-
velop students’ critical thinking skills, I used 
a constructivist pedagogical approach, which 
would engage students in activities compel-
ling them to create their own knowledge and 
increase critical thinking, problem solving, 
and understanding of the scientific process.  
I relied on primary and secondary sources 
instead of a textbook, since reading and an-
alyzing research articles also increases crit-
ical thinking. Since I wanted this class to in-
crease student interest in scientific research, 
I focused on journal club-style article discus-
sions instead of lectures. Thus the course was 
transformed into a hybrid of undergraduate 
class and graduate seminar; students were 
expected to contribute to the conversation so 
that the discussion of topics would be full and 
rewarding. 

One mentee who was part of the first 
course cohort in 2015 exhibited a strong inter-
est in scientific research. Right from the start, 
this mentee took advantage of every oppor-
tunity I offered from solving problems based 
on real research to designing follow-up ex-
periments for articles discussed. During the 
semester, I witnessed this student’s growth 
in thinking like a scientist: working out com-
plicated research problems became easier for 
him, and he began asking insightful questions 
and critically evaluating data in a way reminis-
cent of research scientists. 

Even though the majority of students who 
enroll in this course have their sights set on 
medical school, many stated that taking this 
class resulted in a deeper appreciation for 
biomedical research. Additionally, many stu-
dents who took the course said that they were 
better able to analyze complex texts and that 
the course helped boost their performance 
on the Critical Analysis and Reasoning Skills 
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“...the course 
was transformed 
into a hybrid of 
undergraduate 
class and 
graduate 
seminar.”

section of the MCAT. Being able to critically 
analyze the primary literature is also an im-
portant skill for undergraduates interested in 
graduate studies. Based on this experience, I 
would advocate for departments to consider 
developing courses like this one to (1) raise 
student awareness of and interest in research, 
and (2) nurture skills necessary for success in 
scientific research in those students interest-
ed in graduate studies. Optimally, a student’s 
course of study would include several classes 
that use primary and secondary sources so 
that the student could obtain a glimpse of how 
research is conducted at the highest levels. 
This is especially important in primarily un-
dergraduate institutions like UNG, where stu-

dents do not have access to the same level of 
research experiences available at research-in-
tensive institutions (R1).

The mentee from the 2015 iteration of 
Advanced Cell Biology eventually received 
and accepted an invitation to attend the Bio-
chemistry, Cell and Molecular Biology PhD 
program at the Johns Hopkins University 
School of Medicine. Although this student is 
an exceptional individual who has an innate 
passion and aptitude for scientific research, 
his experiences at UNG—including involve-
ment in research, participating in a class mod-
eled after graduate seminars, and access to an 
institutional support structure—allowed him 
to maximize his chance for success.  
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Celebrating the Process
Anastasia Lin

After stepping into the newly created role of 
assistant dean of student research and schol-
arship at the recently consolidated University 
of North Georgia, I was tasked with directing 
the undergraduate research office as well as 
establishing an office dedicated to assisting 
students in finding and applying for nation-
ally competitive scholarships, fellowships, 
and the National Science Foundation-fund-
ed Research Experiences for Undergraduates 
(REUs). In the first three weeks of my new po-
sition, I began working with several students 
who would go on to become the university’s 
first national scholarship winners. Working 
with these students was foundational in help-
ing me understand my role in the application 
process and beyond. 

One challenge faced by new scholarship ad-
visers is learning to ask leading questions. Of-
ten, this boils down to simply asking “Why?” a 
lot and encouraging students to clarify points 
they might regard as self-explanatory. I of-
ten tell students that “every scholarship has 
a poster child; my job is to help you become 
that poster child.” I assist students in think-
ing through their individual stories, talents, 
and strengths to create a coherent narrative 

that helps them demonstrate their suitabili-
ty for the scholarship. I get to know students 
through multiple drafting sessions. I advise 
students of very different backgrounds; many 
are nontraditional, some come from mili-
tary families, others have economically chal-
lenged backgrounds, whereas still others ne-
gotiate living as a person of color in a largely 
Euro-American environment. This can lead to 
difficult discussions; students are reticent to 
disclose socioeconomic status, challenges in 
their pasts, or other personal attributes like 
race or gender that may sometimes lead to 
discrimination. However, the shadow narra-
tive of these traits creeps alongside the orig-
inal draft. I encourage students to see speak-
ing their truth as not what many have termed 
a “sob story”; instead, discussing these traits 
and attributes in nuanced ways allows the 
reader to understand students’ growth and 
trajectory. Writing their truths also helps 
them better understand their own positional-
ity, reframe their past experiences, and better 
understand how to successfully navigate new 
challenges in the future. 

The students’ persistence and dedication 
taught me the value in encouraging students 

to apply for more than one scholarship, what 
we call “appeasing the scholarship gods.” In 
many cases, a student selects a scholarship 
that is not the best fit for that particular in-
dividual. Ensuring students continually ap-
ply for scholarships requires a foundation of 
trust and a supportive atmosphere. The stress 
and extra work on top of already busy course 
schedules can cause burnout. In addition, na-
tional applications require students to recal-
ibrate their standards from the institutional 
to the national level. Applying and reapplying 
for scholarships takes great grit. As mentors, 
we can help students through the mental and 
emotional exercise of accepting failure and 
moving forward. Best practices call for us to 
be perennially supportive; we must encourage 
students to go beyond what they think possi-
ble. 

One of the most important lessons I 
learned through working with students is that 
mentorship does not end after an application 
is submitted. Many months after applying, 
one student received an email informing him 
he was a semi-finalist for the Undergraduate 
Scholarship Program at the National Insti-
tutes of Health. We began discussing next 
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steps, including the required phone interview. 
As a new adviser, I felt out of my depth. I knew 
what an academic interview entailed, but this 
was my first undergraduate scholarship inter-
view. I was fortunate to draw on the expertise 
of members of the National Association of 
Fellowship Advisors for guidance on the likely 
components of this interview. In this process, 
I created a lasting professional relationship 
with another adviser working on the West 
Coast. The support and guidance of the NAFA 
group has been instrumental as I build my fel-
lowship advising capacity.

To prepare the student, the interview pro-
cess was mimicked as much as possible. A 
15-minute period was devoted to round-rob-
in questions asked “in character” by sever-
al faculty members. Afterward, we paused 
to debrief and provide feedback. Following 
this interview, I held a brief phone interview 
to familiarize the student with that mode of 

interviewing. Preparing this student for the 
interview reminded me that the scholarship 
process must be tailored to each applicant; 
some applicants need and want many inter-
views, whereas others become more nervous 
with too much prep work. 

I continue to struggle with the sense of 
responsibility for students and their applica-
tions. I become as invested in their applica-
tions as they do; as a former Fulbright recip-
ient myself, I know the life-changing benefits 
that can come from a fellowship, and I want 
that same experience for the university’s 
hardworking students. Inviting other faculty 
and advisers into the scholarship process al-
lows for new perspectives and ideas that en-
sure student success and growth. 

A best practice of the office includes cel-
ebrating the accomplishment of applying or 
interviewing, regardless of the outcome. In 
this particular student’s case, this meant be-

ing available on the day of his interview call 
as well as fielding texts and emails from him 
as he waited nervously. Following the call, 
we celebrated with cupcakes. We celebrated 
a second time when he learned that he had 
won the scholarship.  These small celebra-
tions confirm to students the gravity of their 
undertaking and mark their hard work. As 
mentors and advisers, we are uniquely privy 
to the amount of pressure experienced by stu-
dents to craft an application and write essays 
in new and unfamiliar rhetorical modes. The 
office now holds a small party once a semes-
ter to celebrate “hitting submit.” The event 
encourages students to keep applying and 
allows excellent students to network and cre-
ate communities that support them as they 
continue to find and apply for other national 
opportunities. Most important, it encourages 
students to see applying for scholarships as a 
process with deep and far-ranging value. 

“As mentors, we can help students through the mental 
and emotional exercise of accepting failure and moving 
forward.”
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The Language of  
the Universe
Joseph L. Graves Jr.

Obnoxious behavior and overconfidence pro-
vided key insights to me in graduate school.

During one class for which I served as a 
teaching assistant, I was rolling my eyes at 
every point made by the professor in his lec-
ture. He then said, “Mr. Graves, if you think 
you know this material better than I do, why 
don’t you just come down here and take over 
the lecture?” I did so (the topic was the math-
ematics of insect population cycles), and he 
was so impressed with my performance that 
he actually asked to serve on my doctoral 
committee. After several such episodes, the 
eagerness of my committee members to get 
me in a closed room and show me  exactly how 
much I did not know about evolution cannot 
be underestimated. They succeeded.

The oral exam required to present my 
doctoral dissertation took place in fall 1987. 
Although my performance on the exam was 
exemplary, the committee identified a seri-
ous problem in my training: a lack of prepara-

tion in formal statistical methods. Although 
my undergraduate mathematics background 
was strong for a biologist (calculus, differ-
ential equations, and linear algebra), I had 
never taken a basic statistics course. The 
committee insisted that, before I could pres-
ent my dissertation, I had to take a course in 
statistics. I grumbled as I left the room, but 
the committee’s decision was exactly what I 
needed to make the transition from graduate 
student to fully independent professional sci-
entist. This is because, as Albert Einstein once 
said, “mathematics is the language of the uni-
verse.” A deficiency in any part of the language 
is not something a scientist can afford.

Over the years I have observed how this 
weakness in biologists’ training has compro-
mised the ability to understand experimental 
results. Statistics allows for the analysis and 
interpretation of data with a view toward ob-
jective evaluation. They allow us to challenge 
one of our most basic form of logical bias—

seeing the result we wish to see—as opposed 
to what the data is really telling us. In addi-
tion, understanding statistical methods helps 
in understanding how experiments should be 
designed for best results. Thus, I insist that my 
undergraduate and graduate students enroll 
at some point in their training in a statistics 
course. For biology students, it is best to take 
a biostatistics course before graduate school.   

Another of the most neglected skills in stu-
dent preparation is writing. On the first day of 
my postdoctoral appointment with Michael 
Rose, he stated, “you are a very good scien-
tist, but you don’t write very well.” I was taken 
aback, because I always thought that my writ-
ing was adequate. However, in the course of a 
few hours, Rose demonstrated to me the defi-
ciencies of my writing skills. In the two years 
of my postdoctoral appointment my writing 
greatly improved, and Rose and I coauthored 
papers. My formula was very simple (brain-
storm, outline, rough draft, review, edit, and 
write again). 
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The text I utilize when I teach scientif-
ic writing is Randy Moore’s Writing to Learn 
Biology (1992). The title emphasizes the fact 
that one of the best ways to learn a discipline 
is to write about it. Professional-quality writ-
ing requires the development of a clear thesis 
supported with sound arguments. Arguments 
are reasons that the reader should believe the 
writer’s claims, which are supported by strong 
information and a literature review. Perform-
ing a literature review also helps clarify and 
deepen ideas because the researcher learns 
more about both the historical basis and the 
current state of the discipline. In performing 
that search, peer-reviewed primary and sec-
ondary sources that support the argument 
must be evaluated. Finally, writing assists in 
learning spelling and the rules of grammar, 

such as writing clear and concise sentences, 
and avoiding run-on formulations.  

Sun Tzu (544–496 BCE) states in The Art of 
War that “if you know the enemy and yourself, 
you need not fear the results of a hundred bat-
tles. If you know yourself but not your enemy 
for every victory gained there will be a defeat. 
If you know neither the enemy [n]or yourself, 
you will succumb in every battle.” Sun Tzu is 
speaking of preparation, and his words are as 
valid now as they were in his time. The ene-
my of academic success is the lack of crucial 
skills; for science students, these often are 
mathematical and writing proficiencies. Be-
ing aware of gaps in skills and having the de-
termination to remedy those deficiencies will 
guarantee success in any career path. 

“The enemy of 
academic success 
is the lack of 
crucial skills...”
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Curiosity Opens Doors
Monica Gerber

“My name is Monica Gerber. I am a third-year 
biotechnology major with minors in premed-
icine, medical Spanish, and honors interdisci-
plinary studies at James Madison University.” 
This is how I introduce myself, but as I read 
over it, I am utterly astounded by what it says. 
How did I get here? What decisions put me on 
this path? Who and what has affected my jour-
ney?

When I began thinking about college in the 
middle of my high school career, I thought I 
would major in music performance, drawing 
on my experience with the flute. I was under 
this impression for two years until I had a rev-
elation. Music would never fulfill my curiosity 
and yearning to help people, but science sure 
would. So I decided to attend James Madison 
University, a powerhouse for flute players 
that also had a newly developed biotechnol-
ogy program and ample opportunities for 
undergraduate research. I didn’t know what 
that was at the time, but it sounded like a good 
thing to have. So I declared biotechnology as 
my major, having no idea what I wanted to do 
with it.

Fast forward to August 2015. It was time for 
first-year students to enroll in classes. I fol-

lowed the major guidelines to a T and signed 
up for all the recommended science and gen-
eral education classes. I added marching band 
to my schedule and started looking for one 
additional class. I received an email from a 
professor, Louise Temple, regarding a first-
year research course titled Viral Discovery. 
Curious, I looked into it and signed up so that 
I could obtain credit for my honors minor. I 
walked into class with no idea of what to ex-
pect. Temple stood at the front of the room 
and reviewed the protocols for the day. On the 
first day, we were enriching our dirt sample in 
LB broth and learning all about the lifecycle of 
a virus. I learned the first of many new ideas 
and techniques on this day, not realizing how 
much this experience would prepare me and 
open many doors for me.

Over the course of my first semester, I 
learned so much. I am now able to say that I 
can make a successful bacterial overlay in or-
der to test for phage specificity. I am able to 
properly use a pipette and record data proper-
ly. I even ran my first gel electrophoresis with-
in the first month of class. All of these things 
I would not have learned until the second se-
mester of Cell and Molecular Biology if I had 

not taken the Viral Discovery course. I even 
learned the importance of aseptic technique 
the hard way. If I reused a nonsterile pipette 
tip or contaminated the sample in some oth-
er way, I would obtain skewed results. I can’t 
count the number of times my dilutions and 
sample became contaminated with an un-
known bacteria or different bacteriophage. 
But that is how the real world works; often you 
have to perform the experiment many times 
and mess up before you are able to do it prop-
erly and understand what you are doing. I also 
learned that even if you do everything right, 
there is no guarantee that you will obtain any 
usable results. Many students, me included, 
would follow the DNA extraction protocol 
exactly, and we still wouldn’t get any usable 
results. That’s just how the science world 
works. This intrigued more than anything 
else. If something didn’t go the way I planned, 
why didn’t it? How could I solve that problem? 
What could I do to improve?

Above all, what I learned from the first se-
mester of Viral Discovery that prepared me 
the most for my science career was the rea-
soning behind the class. The viruses that we 
were targeting attacked bacteria called Ba-
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cillus thuringiensis, a nonpathogenic strain of 
bacteria that is in the same family as Bacillus 
anthracis, the bacteria that causes anthrax. 
The theory is that the bacteriophages we were 
isolating and discovering have the potential 
to affect similar bacteria. Therefore, in the fu-
ture, as bacteria become more resistant to an-
tibiotics, we have the option of viral therapy. 
Viral or phage therapy is a type of treatment 
that uses a “cocktail” of bacteriophages to 
kill infections of bacteria that have developed 
resistance to last-resort antibiotics. Based on 
the host range of my phage, MRDukes, it could 
be used to treat any number of resistant bac-
terial infections. This medical application was 
just the beginning for me. Right then, I knew 
that I wanted to learn more and research more 
in general.

Around this time, one of my dear friends 
passed away from pediatric cancer, and I was 

inspired by her life to do something about 
this horrible disease. After I related this to 
Temple, she immediately knew the perfect 
research lab for me. She sent an email to Tim 
Bloss that explained my interest and recom-
mended me for his lab. As Bloss was on sab-
batical at the time, it’s hard to know whether I 
could have joined his lab without my mentor’s 
recommendation. 

Thinking back on my experience within 
the Viral Discovery program as a student and 
as a teaching assistant, I know that I wouldn’t 
be completing undergraduate research and 
preparing to apply for medical school without 
it. I learned countless lab techniques, and my 
curiosity thrived. I have my future planned 
out, and I know for a fact that if it weren’t for 
the SEA-PHAGES program, the Viral Discov-
ery program, and my mentor, I would not be 
prepared for the future I have within the sci-
ence and medical fields. 

“...I knew that 
I wanted to 
learn more and 
research more in 
general.”
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A Student Changed  
My Approach
Crystal Scott

Standardized testing in public K–12 settings 
has contributed toward a culture of “teaching 
to the test” in the classroom. This is because 
teachers are penalized if their classes do not 
achieve certain benchmarks. To prevent this, 
the most-common approach has been to teach 
facts that can be memorized and regurgitated 
on an assessment at some point during the ac-
ademic year. 

In addition, students are bombarded with 
digital and social media nearly constant-
ly. This has led to new, casual language with 
shortcuts in both format and spelling. Adding 
this to the fact that most formal assessments 
are scored electronically by a scan-tron read-
er, students often graduate from high school 
with very little exposure to critical reading of 
work that they have written.

When these factors are combined, a rig-
orous college schedule can be overwhelming 
almost immediately. It is not uncommon for 
first-year students to feel like giving up on 

their coursework within the first 4 weeks of a 
15-week semester. In my experience, a Phage 
Hunter course—I will refer to it as Viral Dis-
covery—has helped to ameliorate the deficits 
in all the major areas lacking in the academic 
training for these students.

During my first semester at James Madison 
University, I taught several sections of Cell 
and Molecular Biology Laboratory. One first-
year student stood out fairly early. This stu-
dent was taking Cell and Molecular Biology 
and the associated lab a full year before most 
of her peers. Her grasp of scientific thought, 
how to carry out an experiment, how to ana-
lyze the results, and how to share her findings 
through oral and written communications 
were outstanding. I decided to talk to her 
about her performance and ask if she would 
be my teaching assistant in a future semester. 
She agreed. When I asked her about her expe-
rience, she told me that the Viral Discovery 
course had made her a confident scientist and 

that she had isolated her own bacteriophage. I 
was only briefly acquainted with the program, 
so I decided to learn more. A year later, I was 
honored to be asked to participate as a faculty 
mentor in the program. 

While part of the Viral Discovery course, I 
was taught how to carry out the annotation of 
a phage genome. We were split into teams. Al-
though the training was exhausting, the mood 
was electric, and we all knew that we were in it 
together. We also knew we would be meeting 
again, in 5 months, with our star student who 
exemplified a job well done for the course. 
Many of us took that spirit into our future 
work, and I relayed the honor and excitement 
to my new class.

I was blessed with a wonderful class of 
bright, inquisitive, and competitive students. 
There were three sections, and I taught one. 
One student from each section would be cho-
sen to represent the particular section. The 
students hoped to stand out in a group of truly 
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outstanding individuals. It was a great plea-
sure to see the effort and enthusiasm put into 
the work that semester—a spirit that I saw car-
ried into each semester I taught the course. It 
was even present in the one-week high school 
course that I helped to teach. There is nothing 
like the motivation of students who believe 
in themselves after they realize they can be 
trusted to carry out research to find a novel 
bacteriophage. There is nothing like the joy 
in action and deed when a student first sees 
plaques present on a lawn of bacteria meant to 
host these viruses. This excitement remains as 
students isolate, purify, and extract DNA from 
their viruses with a hope that “theirs” will be 
chosen as one to be sequenced for annotation. 
It truly is a joy to be a part of that process for 
students who generally have little to no prac-
tical lab experience. The process—discovery, 
led by the scientific method—changes their 
lives. They stand out in their courses. Other 
science professors often have mentioned that 
the students who have been trained to think, 
and carry out lab work in the Viral Discovery 
course, stand out.

Those who teach a course like Viral Discov-
ery tend to be less rigid in personality, as the 
process of “phage hunting” can be unpredict-
able. An instructor must think fast, trouble-
shoot, and maintain a classroom of students 

who are at different places in their discovery 
for two or more semesters. What also seems 
to be a hallmark of those faculty members in-
terested in such an endeavor is a general inter-
est in their students as people. Mentorship is 
a role with much responsibility and one that 
students respect greatly. It is through an in-
tense process, alongside a mentor who trusts 
them, that students develop confidence, criti-
cal thinking, and the skills necessary to appro-
priately communicate their experiences in 
oral and written forms. The students are just 
as proud of the work they complete as their 
instructor is, as it tends to be a body of work 
carried out as a partnership. Friendships are 
the typical result of the course. It is not un-
common for students in the course to seek a 
research home in the lab of their Viral Discov-
ery mentor or to seek academic, professional, 
and personal advice from their Viral Discov-
ery mentor. These types of relationships are 
not only rare to the college student but also 
provide a foundation of professionalism from 
which these students can draw, as they have 
truly experienced mentorship. 

In one example, one outstanding student 
was casually talking with another. The stu-
dents were joking about weekend antics and 
the possibility of making an irresponsible but 

deliberate choice. When they realized their 
mentor (my colleague) had heard the discus-
sion, they joked with her about it as well. My 
colleague kindly told them that it was never a 
bad idea to make good decisions, and the sci-
entific work proceeded. Later that weekend, 
one of the students in the discussion emailed 
my colleague. Regretful about the discussion 
and the possibility of making a bad decision, 
and unwilling to disappoint her mentor, she 
decided to change her plans. It was important 
to her to reach out, relate her plan change, and 
thank my colleague for being her mentor. That 
is the beauty and value of true mentorship.

Viral Discovery confers an advantage to 
students. That is clear in analysis of the data 
and in conversation with both students and 
mentors who have committed to the program. 
I am forever blessed to have been part of the 
James Madison University program support-
ed by the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, 
and I have used that model in my teaching at 
the College of Idaho and Boise State Univer-
sity. I have seen students from first-genera-
tion and low-income backgrounds who likely 
would have “fallen through the cracks” in an-
other environment flourish and go on to grad-
uate school, summer internships, and profes-
sional careers with the help of this course. 
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This Class Is an Oasis
Louise Temple

Curiosity brings students to the Viral Discov-
ery course, after they have heard about it from 
friends or faculty members. Questions such 
as “Do I really bring dirt to class?” and “Is 
this going to be like kindergarten?” come to 
mind. On day 1, students experience the usu-
al get-acquainted activities: safety lectures 
and the obligatory, boring syllabus mono-
logue. But the similarity with other classes 
stops there. Most of their time is spent figur-
ing out equipment, following a simple proto-
col, getting dirt all over the bench top as well 
as into a glass flask, mixing bacteria with the 
dirt to make a mush, and putting the flask 
into a strange piece of equipment—in short, 
a lot of unfamiliar steps to follow. “You can’t 
go wrong in this class,” they are told, but they 
have trouble believing it. The instructor talks 
about viruses, shows a few photos to illustrate 
how cute they are, and talks about their medi-
cal potential as antibiotics. Most students re-
spond, “I don’t really have a clue what we just 
did.” The instructor says that this work is an 
authentic research experience but that they 
will make mistakes. They are told that every 
mistake is an opportunity and that they will 
perform procedures over and over again to 

master the skills needed for the research. The 
students are reassured that they will under-
stand what they are doing and why in a short 
time, but for now, they need to trust that the 
processes will yield a virus for each one of 
them. The instructor says that the students in 
the class are part of a larger community all in-
volved in the same goals. 

Fast forward a few weeks. Each student 
has brought in multiple dirt samples, but not 
everyone sees viruses in their first samples. 
What do they do?  Bring more dirt from a dif-
ferent location. Despite periods of frustration, 
students look forward to class and are excited 
to look at their results. Did they see plaques 
this time? Was there contamination? Did re-
sults indicate a high number of phages? Did 
good DNA result from the purification pro-
cess? In spite of the ups and downs of the re-
sults, students begin to feel more confident in 
their newly acquired molecular biology skills. 
They may even be helping their peers in other 
lab classes, trying not to act too cocky. But the 
research itself seems like two steps forward 
and one backward. Will they actually reach 
the goal of having a purified phage, DNA, and 
an image of the virus? Will it be a cool enough 

image for Facebook? Can they really name a 
phage after their grandmother, after their dog, 
or through inventing a new word?

By this time, students have become ac-
customed to asking questions and obtaining 
opinions from the instructor and teaching 
assistants. After all, the instructor and the 
teaching assistants have been through this 
process and know what it feels like to be un-
certain, to forge ahead regardless, and to try 
out new ideas. Students start to believe they 
can trust their observations and design a val-
id follow-up experiment. Although mistakes 
and unexplained results can be frustrating, 
students say that they are having fun. For 
the final creative expression assignment, the 
class shares poems, songs, self-made videos, 
children’s books, phage or infection models, 
cupcakes with serially diluted colored frost-
ing, and much more, illustrating the contrast-
ing responses to the semester’s work. 

For this semester, the students lived in a 
learning space with a unique climate. Student 
comments range from “this class is an oasis in 
my desert” and “it is such a relief to come to 
this class” to “this is the only class where I’m 
not completely anxious” and “it’s like being 
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in the eye of the hurricane: calm 
and peaceful while everything is 
stormy around you.” Friendships 
from the Viral Discovery classes 
often endure for years because 
both students and instructor 
bonded over something great, 
something meaningful. The in-
structor might not remember the 
name of every student in the class 
later on but tends to remember 
the phage’s name of a particular 
student, a result that is endearing 
to the students. 

The scenario described here, 
based on student stories and 
quotes, reveals much about the 
learning environment in Viral 
Discovery as well as similar re-
search-intensive classes. The cli-
mate is welcoming, challenging, 
frustrating, rewarding, but stress-
free in the traditional sense of 
a college course. This is why it 
works for learning, for achieving 
success in other classes, for build-
ing personal confidence, and for 
understanding and experiencing 
the scientific process. Students 
often arrive at college from pressure-cooker 
high schools, finding themselves in competi-
tive programs with high-stress environments 
that are counterproductive in terms of effec-
tive, lasting, and enjoyable learning. The Vi-
ral Discovery course provides students with 

James Madison University professor Louise Temple, right, with mentee Letu Kassa.

a safe place to learn and grow intellectually, 
a place in which they can address the real and 
often daunting challenges of scientific discov-
ery. The experience gives them a toolkit that 
can be applied to challenging and complex sit-
uations that arise through their college years 
and into their careers. 
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Students Helping Students
Lauren Dorn

The concept of climate brings quite a few 
images to mind such as the lectures in my 
introductory biology class about the spaces 
in which plants, animals, and human beings 
found a home. I was interested to discover 
that not only are organisms affected by the 
environment but also have the ability to affect 
the environment that they choose to inhabit. I 
could easily connect this biological principle 
with the realities of navigating a college cam-
pus. Underrepresented STEM students may 
face challenges in adapting to the new socio-
cultural climate that they face as they transi-
tion to college life. 

As a young child, I remember talking to my 
friends and teachers about the many careers 
that I wanted to pursue. As expected, my am-
bitions were constantly changing. However, 
one common theme was sustained: my inter-
est in life and social sciences. I dreamed of be-
ing a cultural anthropologist, studying tribal 
customs, studying learning disabilities as an 
educational psychologist, or working with in-
fants in the hospital intensive-care units as a 
neonatologist. Adults in my life encouraged 
me to pursue my passions and to study hard 
to reach my goals. None of my desires were 

ever called into doubt or question. As I tran-
sitioned into college, I found that the same 
encouragement that I received in my early 
education was maintained by my university 
professors, advisers, and fellow classmates. 
In sharing my goal to pursue a career as a phy-
sician-scientist, I have been met with nothing 
but positivity. Additionally, I have benefited 
from academic and career advising services, 
research opportunities, and professional 
development programs. To succeed in the 
STEM professions, it is crucial to have sup-
port from faculty and staff members. I have 
found faculty members who are willing to en-
courage all students, regardless of their back-
ground, which provides a sense of comfort 
that increases my accessibility to academic 
resources. As a student, I benefited from men-
torships as I transitioned to university. One 
such initiative that has been helpful to me is 
the Maximizing Access to Research Careers 
Undergraduate Student Training in Academ-
ic Research program (MARC U-STAR) at my 
institution. From the MARC program, I have 
had opportunities that have fostered my edu-
cational growth and preparation for my future 
research career. Amid a climate that offered 

few opportunities to minorities and women 
in the past, this program has been instrumen-
tal in allowing me to identify mentors who are 
willing to guide me on the path to success. 

Clearly, the contributions made by the 
university leadership to encourage underrep-
resented students within STEM fields are im-
portant to producing successful profession-
als. I also believe that the students themselves 
have the power and responsibility to promote 
a welcoming atmosphere. Inspired by diversi-
ty and unity, my classmates and I support each 
other by working together. I look fondly on my 
experiences as a first-year college student in 
which my classmates and I worked collabora-
tively to study for exams, pursue educational 
experiences, and seek counsel on how to best 
prepare for our careers. Coming together to 
reach the common goal of academic and ca-
reer success was profoundly encouraging and 
emboldening. Time spent studying in diverse 
groups allowed me to benefit from learning 
about the diversity of my classmates’ experi-
ences. From the beginning, our desire to mas-
ter the material necessary to accomplish our 
professional goals bonded us and promoted 
strong relationships. Our differences unite us 
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“I have found faculty members who 
are willing to encourage all students, 
regardless of their background, 
which provides a sense of comfort 
that increases my accessibility to 
academic resources.”

to create a community and a safe space for us 
each to grow in our knowledge and awareness 
of national and global issues. 

 As an African American female, I have 
been encouraged by the increase in diversi-
ty over time among my professors and my 
classmates. I am proud of the fact that my uni-
versity prioritizes not only having a diverse 
student body but also a host of faculty and 
staff that reflect the mosaic of cultures and 

backgrounds in the world. Throughout my 
coursework, I have had teaching assistants, 
professors, and advisers from backgrounds 
both similar to and different from my person-
al background. This has a tremendous impact 
on the overall campus culture. Having fellow 
classmates who can share in both the tri-
umphs and trials of navigating a less-traveled 
career path provides an aspect of community. 
Professors and campus leaders encourage us 

to remain open to other’s beliefs and opin-
ions, which cultivates an atmosphere of uni-
versal acceptance. In my courses, I feel com-
fortable contributing to classroom activities 
and discussions without fear of being judged. 
I commend the university leadership for pro-
moting safe spaces both inside and outside of 
the classroom. Intercultural engagement has 
been a strong component of my academic and 
extracurricular university experience. 

In summary, my transition to university life 
has exposed me to new cultures and ideas that 
have broadened my social awareness. This 
opportunity for exposure has been recipro-
cated, as I have also had the great opportunity 
to share my experiences with others. Having 
a shared understanding and openness among 
classmates, advisers, and professors sets the 
atmosphere of acceptance. This positive ex-
perience creates an environment in which 
each student feels welcome. We each hold the 
responsibility for promoting a climate of care, 
respect, and honor for each other in our unity 
and our diversity. 
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The Golden Ticket
Shelly Brown-Jeffy

A college education is often touted as the gold-
en ticket to upward mobility and great career 
opportunities. The wealth of career options 
that once required only a high school diploma 
have been replaced with those that require a 
bachelor’s or advanced degree. High school 
graduates enter college to fulfill their aspira-
tion of upward mobility. Many of these college 
enrollees, however, are the first in the family 
to attain higher education. 

College students who are the first in their 
family to attend an institution of higher edu-
cation are considered first-generation college 
students. First-generation college students 
begin school without cultural capital (the ac-
cumulation of knowledge from parents who 
have attended college). Parents who have 
attended college can transmit information 
about what is expected of their children while 
they are in college and how to engage with 
professors. Children of college-educated par-
ents acquire traditions that often translate 
into the academic and social skills necessary 
for academic success. They are more likely 
to know and understand the expectations of 
their instructors and appropriate responses 
to those expectations.

Because first-generation college students 
have not been socialized into the college ac-
ademic process, they are less likely to have 
access to such knowledge and skills that can 
contribute to their success. First-generation 
college students may not possess the language 
commonly used by many college professors. 
Since first-generation college students are 
less likely to communicate with faculty out-
side of the classroom, the limited communi-
cation leads to fewer opportunities to assist 
faculty with research projects. Faculty can 
involve first-generation students in their re-
search by actively reaching out to these stu-
dents and initiating dialogue. 

(1) My challenge. No one in my immediate 
family had attended college. Although 
obtaining my undergraduate degree was 
fairly easy, graduate school was a chal-
lenge. I completed my undergraduate 
degree at a historically black universi-
ty (HBCU) that traditionally educated 
first-generation students. The profes-
sors at the HBCU were well aware that 
most of their students needed assistance 
in navigating their educational career. At 

this HBCU, professors pushed me toward 
opportunities that were unknown to me. 
Graduate school was more difficult, as I 
was one of the few in my cohort without 
highly educated parents. When given my 
first opportunity to conduct research 
with a professor, I had no idea how to be-
gin. My professor simply said, “Here is my 
data set that you can use to work with.” 
Although this particular instructor may 
have believed that the offer had been ex-
tended to engage in research, I needed 
more than just an invitation to use a data-
set, because I had no idea what to do. I 
later worked with a professor who asked 
me to become involved in her project and 
carefully detailed the tasks needed for the 
project. These college experiences have 
been my guide for interaction with stu-
dents. 

(2) My response. One of the biggest challenges 
to conducting research with students is 
identifying those students who are ready, 
willing, and able to engage in research. 
Sometimes professors will post that they 
are looking for someone to work as a re-
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search assistant or take on a similar role 
for a project. Some institutions have un-
dergraduate research awards for students 
who engage in some type of research with 
a professor. Often, however, first-gener-
ation students do not reach out to par-
ticipate in such options without a little 
coaxing. As a research mentor, it is my job 
to help students find and apply for such 
opportunities to engage in research.

First-generation students who have 
not yet been socialized into the student 
role may not be aware of opportunities to 
work with faculty or of the benefits of en-
gaging in research with faculty members. 
These students may not have noticed the 
public call for a research assistant (if one 
was made) or know that it is possible or 
even appropriate to ask a professor about 
research opportunities. For research 
mentors, it is important to identify, re-
quest, and develop student researchers, 
especially among first-generation stu-
dents who may not start the conversa-
tion. I actively invite students to engage 
in research projects because I know that 
students may not approach me about my 
work. 

I begin research mentorship by think-
ing about the skills possessed by my stu-
dents and developing ways for students 
to use and enhance those skills through-
out the research process. It takes a while 
for students to be able to formulate a re-
search question that can be addressed. 
Thus, I do not expect my students to have 

all the answers when I begin working with 
them. I think about engaging in research 
with students as a process instead of fo-
cusing on an end result. Although aca-
demia trains us to think about research 
in terms of the finished project (such as 
a published article), research mentorship 
is a process; students learn as much with 
the process of research as they do from 
the end results. 

I begin the research mentorship pro-
cess by giving students a brief summary 
of my current project and asking them if 
the topic sounds interesting to them. If a 
student expresses interest in the project, 
we discuss what aspects of the project 
interest them. Sometimes students are 
simply interested in the topic in gener-
al, sometimes students are interested in 
the method, and sometimes students are 
purely interested in a course grade. Once 
I know a student is interested in the pro-
cess, I often provide some background 
information that typically includes a brief 
article to read. 

Students who are most interested in 
the general topic of the research usually 
work to review the literature on the topic. 
In a meeting, the student and I will discuss 
key terms that are important to the top-
ic and select the databases that are to be 
explored. Students are given a log where 
they record the key terms and search 
engines that they use. The log is used to 
remind students that they need to sys-
tematically and methodologically follow 

a process while reviewing the literature. 
The students also compile a bibliograph-
ic reference list that includes article ab-
stracts or book summaries. The main goal 
of the abstract process is to help students 
understand that the process of system-
atic review is a necessary first step for all 
research projects.

Students who are more interested in 
the methodology of research are often 
asked to assist with the development 
of an instrument that can be used with 
pre-pilot data and pilot data assessment. 
When the topic and methodology of the 
research project has been determined be-
fore student involvement, I ask students 
what they feel is missing and needs to 
be added to the assessment instrument. 
Through a series of meetings, students 
are involved in the process of building the 
assessment instrument. Throughout this 
process, students must focus on under-
standing the parameters of budget con-
straints, time constraints, and the sample 
population. These research meetings re-
sult in some of the most fun and engaging 
research mentoring conversations. My 
students feel heard and valued because 
their suggestions are incorporated, and 
they learn that collaborations are import-
ant because no one person has all of the 
answers in a research project. 

As a research mentor, I am least likely 
to ask a student to collect data for a re-
search project. Although students can 
learn about research by collecting data, I 
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find that asking students to only collect 
research data is treating them more as a 
student worker than as a research collab-
orator. My goal as a research mentor is to 
develop young researchers and not use 
students to complete my own research. 

(3) What I have learned. I have learned that 
thinking about research mentorship as 
a process enhances the research expe-
rience for my students and me. These 
young researchers bring a unique way of 
looking at research because they have not 
been constrained by the rules. They have 
a raw curiosity; a way of thinking that 
may not have been formalized. Helping 
students see the value in the process of 
research helps their personal growth and 
personal career goals. 

“...Research mentorship is a process; 
students learn as much with the 
process of research as they do from 
the end results.”
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My STEM Family
Jarvia Meggett

I entered the TRIO McNair program at the 
University of South Carolina with no expe-
rience in research, not fully understanding 
what was expected of me or what research re-
ally involved. I was afraid of my possibilities 
for success in the program. I thought the pro-
gram would be challenging and unwelcoming 
to a young, African American female like my-
self, because a lot of my professors did not re-
ally look like me. 

When I began working with the TRIO 
McNair program, I realized the climate was 
different than I anticipated. The director of 
the TRIO program was an African American 
female who gave me the first sense of hope 
that I could actually conduct research. Thus I 
immediately was introduced to someone who 
looked like me and could relate to some of the 
struggles that I face daily. She was very open 
and “real” about what the experience would 
be like. She also emphasized that she would 
be there with my fellow program participants 
and me every step of the way to ensure our 
success. I immediately knew that I had a sup-
porter in her.

The first time I met my cohort members, 
we did a few bonding activities. The activities 

really helped us to learn about each other’s 
backgrounds, struggles, strengths, weakness-
es, and goals. We instantly connected, became 
a family, and are still a family to this day. I 
talk to some cohort members almost every 
day, and we often text each other and spend 
time together. We became each other’s sup-
port system so that each of us could reach our 
goals. We laughed together, cried together, 
and experienced each other’s hardships. We 
became one. I think this is what really made 
me enjoy the program.

Later during the first week of the program, 
we were introduced to our mentors. I thought 
this experience would be overwhelming, be-
cause these were people with PhDs who have 
conducted lots of research and done such 
great things. I wasn’t sure if they could relate 
to me. I was definitely wrong. My mentor was 
so welcoming and down to earth. She didn’t 
brag about all of her experiences. She was just 
interested in knowing about me, my interests, 
and how she could help in meeting my goals. 
She asked questions to help me dissect differ-
ent issues of my interests. One of the things 
I remember most from our meeting and re-
ally helped us to build rapport was her body 

language. She wore a smile, and I could just 
see her happiness and excitement during the 
entire time of our talk. It made me want to 
talk to her more. Because of her welcoming 
spirit, I felt comfortable sending her emails, 
requesting meetings, and asking for letters 
of recommendations and other things. Even 
when she gave feedback on my research as I 
progressed through the program, she did it 
in such a pleasant and informative way that I 
could tell that she really cared, and it made me 
more receptive to her feedback. 

I think the McNair program has a very 
welcoming climate. One common thing I’ve 
heard throughout the years of working with 
other cohorts is that the faculty and staff of 
the program is really welcoming and make 
the students feel like they were family. They 
actually take the time to build relationships 
with the students, sharing their stories, their 
struggles, and their ways of overcoming strug-
gles. This building of rapport is vital because 
they show us that they’re human also; they 
went through things, but they still were able 
to reach their goals. It gives us motivation. It 
also makes us feel welcome to seek their ad-
vice about things we may be going through. 
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I feel a lot of people assume that, because 
people are the same race, gender, ethnicity, 
etc., it results in an inclusive climate. Howev-
er, I believe that is the furthest thing from the 
truth. Just because we have commonalities 
doesn’t mean there is inclusivity. I think in-
clusivity has to be achieved through relation-
ship building and understanding of people. 
Everyone isn’t the same; even within cultures 
there are differences. I believe, in order to 
have an inclusive climate, people first have to 
recognize that differences do exist. Trying to 
put everyone under one umbrella ruins inclu-
sivity. 

“Just because 
we have 
commonalities 
doesn’t mean 
there is 
inclusivity.”
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Chutes and Ladders
Claudia Benitez-Nelson

No student is the same. Each has their own 
strengths and weaknesses that makes their 
potential contributions to science and tech-
nology all the more innovative and exciting.  
However, life is often a game of chutes and 
ladders, with high and lows that seem to ap-
pear by chance.  After years of trial and error, 
I have learned some surprising lessons about 
how to help students—particularly students 
of color—transition into and out of their un-
dergraduate and graduate degree programs. 

For most students, the biggest hurdle is 
asking for help. Faculty members often expect 
students to seek help when they need it—but 
for students of color, who often are the first 
in their families to attend college and/or are 
from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, sim-
ply knowing they can and should ask for help 
is a major step. I recently had a fourth-year 
undergraduate taking a very difficult Physical 
Chemistry course. As we chatted about the se-
mester, she mentioned that she was not doing 
as well as she had hoped. I quickly discovered 
that she had not bought the required textbook 
because she could not afford it. Instead of ask-
ing me or her instructor about other options 
(buying a used copy, obtaining a loan from 

another faculty member, and so forth), she 
had spent hours at the library taking photos 
of every page in the book (nearly 300 total). 
When I asked why she had not sought help, 
she said she did not want to bother anyone. 
This reticence, even in fourth-year students, 
is pervasive and extends far beyond course-
work. Such reserve is a fundamental barrier to 
increasing the number of underrepresented 
students who enroll in and complete graduate 
programs. 

Students with undergraduate research ex-
perience have the advantage of working in an 
environment in which seeking assistance is 
both appropriate and expected. Faculty men-
tors and upper-level students provide more 
focused attention as undergraduates learn 
the steps of working through problems they 
encounter. Asking for help is not only want-
ed, but a requisite for success. This translates 
extremely well into graduate programs, where 
students who have participated in undergrad-
uate research simply feel more comfortable in 
asking for help both in and out of the lab. 

The next biggest hurdle for students oc-
curs when they start conducting their own 
research, as there is often no easy answer. 

Data are neither right nor wrong, but they al-
ways have a story to tell.  Students frequent-
ly experience difficulty in deciphering that 
story.  This shift in thinking is perhaps the 
biggest transition for many students new to 
research. Given these issues, it might be as-
sumed that many underrepresented students 
might have a more difficult transition. This 
is simply not true. In fact, many of these stu-
dents outshine their peers in this regard. They 
feel much more comfortable with the exper-
imentation process and often challenge hy-
potheses through a unique viewpoint. Their 
work has resulted in groundbreaking research 
simply because they refused to accept poorly 
founded assumptions. Although it can be a 
challenge for underrepresented students to 
participate in undergraduate research due to 
financial constraints, lack of experience, and 
gaps in coursework, it is clear that these expe-
riences are ladders to success and are critical 
for encouraging students to enter graduate 
school.    

Consistent and active mentoring is also 
crucial. It is not enough to keep the office 
door open. Rather, faculty members must ag-
gressively pursue and interact with underrep-



“...for students of color, who often 
are the first in their families to 
attend college and/or are from lower 
socioeconomic backgrounds, simply 
knowing they can and should ask for 
help is a major step.”
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resented students as early as possible in their 
academic careers. From financial hardship to 
a lack of familial support, these students en-
counter many chutes that make them feel as 
though they have fallen back to where they 
began. Finding individuals who can both help 
students as problems arise and assist them in 
developing a support network as they prog-
ress through their undergraduate and gradu-
ate careers is paramount. There are numerous 
programs available to nurture the success of 
underrepresented students in STEM. The key 
is helping them find, and above all, use the re-
sources available to them.

The National Science Foundation-funded 
GeoScholar Scholarship Program at the Uni-
versity of South Carolina does just that. Stu-
dents are provided with substantial financial 
and housing support as they pursue under-
graduate degrees in the geosciences. All par-
ticipants are required to stay in a living and 
learning community in the first year, expected 
to meet with me at least two times a semester 
for advising, strongly encouraged to apply to 
multiple research opportunities off campus, 

and placed in research labs as early as their 
first year with support from university-fund-
ed undergraduate research opportunities. 
Participation in the TRIO McNair Program 
serves as a boot camp for students who are 
interested in pursuing graduate degrees. The 
program includes summer research, faculty 
mentors, and GRE preparation.

The lack of minority students in graduate 
programs is often described as a “leaky pipe-
line.” As instructors, we must build and hold 
the ladders to lift them up above the many 
chutes they will encounter. Continuous men-
toring support is critical for helping every 
student reach their potential at the top of the 
board.  
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The Value of Building 
 Personal Relationships
Paul L. Beasley

As an undergraduate, I came to appreciate the 
value that my college, Earlham, placed on per-
sonal relationships. As a young African Amer-
ican coming from the segregated South, I was 
very aware of cultural differences and their 
potential impact on my ability to succeed.  
But a campus tradition that stemmed from 
the Quaker faith made that adjustment easier. 
Even today, all members of the Earlham com-
munity are addressed by their first names. 
Although I realized early that this tradition 
came with the expectation that I would rise 
to a higher level of interaction, it also had the 
effect of personalizing relationships, facilitat-
ing friendships, and removing personal bar-
riers. I developed very strong relationships 
with noted scholars that I came to know not 
in formal settings or through their titles and 
publications but during coffee breaks and as 
members of a community.

Underrepresented minorities (URM), 
especially those who come from first-gener-
ation and low-income backgrounds (FGLI), 
face a significant challenge when crossing the 
cultural divide between their communities 
and higher education, especially at predomi-
nantly white institutions. This divide, with its 
racial and cultural differences, often makes it 
difficult for students to establish effective re-
lationships with faculty.  However, the value 
of these relationships for both students and 
faculty can be extremely rewarding to efforts 
that promote academic careers. The Ronald 
E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement 
Program at the University of South Carolina 
(one of the federal TRIO programs that focus-
es on graduate school and career success for 
low-income and minority students) supports 
faculty mentoring by facilitating relationships 
between faculty and students, and providing 
faculty with information on factors that can 
hinder these connections.

The orientation for McNair faculty re-
search advisers includes a profile of FGLI 
students and an overview of strategies that 
often support their success. However, care is 
taken not to stereotype students and to give 
consideration to each student’s academic 
background, research interest, and desire to 
participate in the program.

To address any institutional estrangement 
that students might feel, McNair faculty and 
staff define common goals and procedures 
that support a sense of community. Although 
students and faculty represent various fields 
of study, a common set of goals allows each 
cohort to be supportive of each other. For ex-
ample, students present their research ideas 
in small groups and in a general assembly that 
includes faculty. For each presentation, facul-
ty advisers require that they ask questions, of-
fer suggestions, and be supportive of the pre-
senters in general.  Since the emphasis is the 
structure of good research, their diverse fields 
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of study are assets to this goal. Students learn 
within the kind of close working relationships 
evident in most graduate programs.

As strong communities require personal 
relationships, faculty are encouraged to take a 
personal interest in students during mentor-
ing meetings and other program activities. In 
addition, program staff arrange opportunities 
for faculty and students to interact in social 
settings so they can go beyond the business 
of the program to engage as friends. Signature 
events include an initial meeting over sand-
wiches for introductions, a visit to an ethnic 
restaurant after submission of the final re-
search paper, and a cookout at the end of the 
summer.

One of the most daunting tasks for the 
program is demystifying the journey to an 
academic career. URM and FGLI students 
seldom have personal relationships with indi-
viduals who have completed doctoral degrees. 
Many will attribute this accomplishment to 
extraordinary intelligence and the unknown 
rather than background and experiences. 
Therefore, diverse faculty at the university ex-

plain to students their individual paths to the 
PhD.  Students are often amazed by the simi-
larity between their experiences and those of 
their faculty. They also realize that hard work 
and determination are the deciding factors in 
academic success.

Similarly, students often have an exagger-
ated view of what it takes to conduct research. 
When discussing their paths to the PhD, fac-
ulty also explain how they developed their 
research interests. They explain that, initially, 
knowing how is more important than what; 
that interests change; and that any topic of 
interest is a legitimate research concern. Stu-
dents often think that their research interests 
are too personal to qualify as legitimate re-
search, such as alcoholism because of a par-
ent’s affliction or AIDS because of the loss of a 
sibling. Faculty approval of these topics helps 
students to focus on the structure of good re-
search rather than the legitimacy of their con-
cerns. 

But, even with a sense of community, a com-
mon purpose, an understanding of the PhD 
journey, and an appreciation for the breadth 

of research ideas, the most important factor 
in the encouragement of URM and FGLI stu-
dents to engage undergraduate research and 
pursue academic careers is their relationships 
with faculty. The best mentoring comes from 
believing in students on a personal level and 
maintaining interest beyond the job descrip-
tion. I attended graduate school on the advice 
of a friend at Earlham who happened to be one 
of my psychology professors. Armed with his 
confidence, I knew I could succeed.  

“One of the most 
daunting tasks... 
is demystifying 
the journey to an 
academic career.”
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Freedom and Responsibility
Aisha N. Conwell

Before I started college, everyone seemed to 
be trying to help in my transition from high 
school to college. High school teachers, uni-
versity recruiters, and even family and friends 
at the Thanksgiving dinner table had advice. 
All I asked my older cousin was to pass the 
mashed potatoes—not ask for an interroga-
tion. Typically, they talked about similar top-
ics: navigating campus, describing classes and 
professors, living in a campus residence hall, 
and so forth. College seemed to be in the dis-
tant future—not now. I expected everything 
to go as well as it had in high school. After all, 
my mother worked at the University of Ken-
tucky as a student affairs counselor. 

However, once I reached the university, 
everything became very real. Despite the lec-
tures and general conversations on how to be 
successful and have a positive college experi-
ence, things begin to “fall through the cracks,” 
and I found myself sitting in my nice, new 
dorm room wondering what had gone wrong. 

I entered college with the idea that I would 
major in animal science, graduate in four 
years, and go to veterinary school as a grad-
uate student. I would become an orthopedic 

surgeon for animals. But then I took chemis-
try, and my strength was tested. After failing 
the class in the spring and summer semes-
ters, I realized that I couldn’t do it. Mentally, 
I wasn’t ready to take on the classes necessary 
to reach my goal. Luckily, I had other dreams, 
so I changed my major to English. Despite this 
positive change, part of me was still upset that 
I had failed. Although my family reassured 
me that things would work out okay, I still 
couldn’t shake my heavy feeling of failure. 

Over the fall semester, I became really de-
pressed and began to skip classes, even the 
ones I enjoyed, and lost interest in going out 
with friends or leaving my bedroom in gener-
al. From the outside looking in, it was pretty 
obvious that something was wrong with me, 
but in my mind, I just chalked it up to laziness. 
Student counseling helped me to realize that 
what I was feeling had a name—depression. 
The more depressed I became, the more upset 
I became with myself, and the vicious cycle 
continued. By the time I finally sought help 
from the Counseling Center, it was too late to 
salvage the semester. With the help of my ad-
visers, I dropped my courses for the semester 
but enrolled in the spring semester so that I 

could still possibly have a successful academ-
ic career with an acceptable GPA.

All of the conversations and lectures that 
I had about college and what to expect gave 
me a feeling of confidence that I was fully pre-
pared for college. In my primary and second-
ary education, I had earned mostly As and Bs, 
even amid the demands of being a full-time 
student athlete. I didn’t have to pass every test 
or do all of my homework to earn a passing 
grade in my classes. I didn’t have to develop a 
relationship with my teachers because I saw 
them every day walking the same hallways as 
me. Nothing was really hard or challenged me 
to break out of my habit of procrastination, ig-
norance about good study practices, or simple 
lack of attention to grades. 

The school system is designed to have 
plenty of safety nets for students so that if 
they fall, there was always a way to bounce 
back. This isn’t a bad thing because it is show-
ing that teachers are trying to move their stu-
dents to the next level the best way that they 
can. However, I became too comfortable with 
these nets, and I always thought they would 
be there. So when it came time for me to go 
to college, this mentality of “everything will 
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be okay” was still there, but the safety nets 
were not. Even after all of the information and 
advice on college life, the differences from 
high school, and the increased demands of 
college, I ignored them. My customary habits 
remained, and when things really started to 
worsen, I tried to fix them by doing nothing 
different. 

I have learned that I am not alone. Many 
students have a bumpy transition from high 
school to college. It’s not always going to be 
easy sailing once you get away from the struc-
ture that past schooling has provided. But it’s 
okay to make mistakes and realize that maybe 
you don’t have it together like you thought. 
Now is the time to make mistakes and learn 
from them. Alongside of the academics, col-
lege helps to shape you into the person that 
you will be for society. It hands you situations 
that are similar to what will happen in real life. 
Luckily, college is a more forgiving place, if 
you actually use your resources and don’t try 
to fix things on your own. 

My experience has taught me that some-
times you need to take a step back to figure 
out how to move forward, and it’s okay to do 
so. My struggles began toward the end of my 
first year, but I simply tried to push through 
it on my own instead of seeking help. I was so 
worried about messing up my life and the plan 
that I had made for myself that I couldn’t see 
that by trying to go on, I was making things 
worse. I would encourage other students to 
resist the pressure to graduate by the date 
set by the university or by the friends that en-
tered college at the same time that they did. 
Students should map their college years and 
future career on their own terms. It can be 
hard to ignore the world around you and trust 
yourself when your path begins to wind differ-
ently than your peers, and you start to feel like 
a tortoise racing a hare, but we all know how 
that story ends. You need to reach the finish 
line on your own terms, or you might not be 
happy with the end result.

It’s hard to be prepared for something 
you’ve never experienced before, so why 
would college be any different? Although col-
lege seems fun in movies and TV shows and 
presents a tempting picture of being free to do 
what you want, there is a lot that comes with 
it. You could almost say, to borrow a quote 
from Spiderman’s Uncle Ben, “with great free-
dom comes great responsibility.” My advice 
to other students would be to try to listen 
to all of the advice that people give. They do 
mean well. In my experience, their advice has 
been applicable in many situations, but I just 
applied it a little too late. Sometimes it takes 
getting up close and personal with something 
to realize that it will be a challenge, but it’s im-
portant to never ignore your support system. 
Whether it is composed of all those people 
providing advice and/or trusted professors 
and advisers, rely on them for your advance-
ment. They care about your well-being, and 
sometimes all it takes is a question to get all 
the help you need. You are not alone in your 
way of thinking, and it’s to your benefit to be 
open to a change in the way you think. It’s 
what college is all about.  
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Personal Responsibility
James N. MacLeod

A student came to my laboratory for a sum-
mer research fellowship at the end of her first 
undergraduate year. In several ways, she was 
fairly typical of undergraduate students who 
study with my group—broad career interests 
in a biomedical field, reasonably good aca-
demic record in high school and college, and 
often fairly limited experience in a research 
laboratory. My group of summer students that 
year totaled five. They were all women and all 
full of promise. Academically, the other four 
students had more background in terms of 
college-level coursework; however, none of 
them arrived with substantial experience in 
a basic research laboratory or with discovery 
science.

Although this group was somewhat larg-
er than the number of summer students that 
I have historically accepted, in recent years I 
have come to appreciate certain benefits to 
working with a group of four to six students. 
The general mentoring strategy had a few lay-
ers. 

(1) First, a framework was set up in which 
the students could learn together as a 
small group, thereby fostering camara-

derie and collegiality. It involved a shared 
research project where each student 
worked through a similar academic/re-
search exercise but with individualized 
components. For the group this particular 
summer, each student was provided with 
the names of three specific genes. The 
assigned task was to find and summarize 
available bioinformatic information on 
those genes and the encoded proteins in 
public data repositories (databases). This 
was not a “sink or swim” process; didactic 
guidance was provided to the group and 
each student on how to get started and 
the scope of what was possible. Students 
were encouraged to work together and 
share successful strategies. 

(2) The second layer was an individual re-
search project. The students worked 
with and were mentored individually by 
a graduate or postdoctoral student in the 
lab. They had an individual research topic 
in the context of the group, but that topic 
was connected to an established area of 
study within the laboratory. 

(3) The third layer was daily small-group 
discussions that lasted 1–2 hours. Topics 
represented foundation knowledge in my 
laboratory’s areas of interest and were 
led either by one of my graduate/post-
doctoral students or me. Normally, these 
sessions were structured in a “journal 
club” format in which the paper might be 
a review article or textbook chapter. On 
other days, these same graduate/postdoc-
toral students or a lab visitor might pro-
vide overviews and lead discussions on 
their individual research projects. Finally, 
the students each lead two sessions—a 
journal club session focusing on a paper 
relevant to their individual project and a 
presentation at the end of the summer on 
their results/findings.

The first-year student was always a bit quiet, 
but I honestly did not realize that she was hav-
ing serious difficulties until about two-thirds 
of the summer was over. By the last couple of 
weeks, however, she was clearly struggling. 
She remained cordial, and I never perceived 
any outward friction, but her summer fellow-
ship ended with no energy or forward-think-
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ing motivation. Summer students who have 
a positive experience frequently want to talk 
about “where can I go from here?” or “what 
opportunities might be possible going for-
ward?”, wishing to learn about other projects 
in my laboratory or broader educational pro-
grams and career choices. For this student, 
however, there was no expression of interest 
along these lines. 

Considering the student’s experience. In reflect-
ing on the student’s struggles, it seems con-
structive to attempt an honest consideration 
of observed differences. I am not sure if these 
variables were associated or are relevant to 
her challenges, but they were present. 

(1) The student was just finishing her first 
year in college, whereas the other sum-
mer students were upper-level under-
graduates. 

(2) The student elected to enroll in a summer 
course, which met every day. The class 
was general chemistry, which can be an 
academically challenging topic for many 
students. None of the other students had 
a similar competing commitment. 

(3) The student was African American. 
Personnel in my laboratory certain-
ly have unique aspects to their iden-
tity, with four different nationali-
ties represented and one openly gay 
person, but there were no other individ-
uals of African ancestry that summer.  

(4) The student’s demeanor, at least in the 
context of my laboratory, was somewhat 
quiet, perhaps leaning a bit to the intro-
verted side of the personality spectrum, 
and somewhat lacking in self-confidence.

(5) Finally, the student seemed passive, espe-
cially in comparison to others in my labo-
ratory. She was not openly self-driven or 
eager for opportunities. She was pleasant 
and accepting, but passive.

Reflecting on these variables. In considering the 
five variables, the following thoughts are my 
personal perspectives and highly subjective. 

(Variables 1 and 4). The reality that this stu-
dent was slightly younger, with less academic 
background and a more introverted person-
ality may have relevance in a couple of ways. 
Was she lost at times, but I failed to pick up on 
it or appreciate the extent of her struggles? I 
shared some early concern with a senior post-
doctoral student who was co-mentoring the 
student with me. That said, we both failed to 
make constructive adjustments. 

(Variable 2). I think the student’s enroll-
ment in a challenging summer course may 
have been a substantive variable. We con-
sciously gave her time and space to “study” 
chemistry, which she seemed to be doing. Be-
yond the two hours each day in class, she fre-
quently spent time at her lab bench reviewing 
class material and working on chemistry prob-
lems. This may well have further impacted her 
ability to benefit from laboratory research 
opportunities provided by the fellowship, as 
well as her ability to keep up with the group in 

general. In other words, perhaps the chemis-
try class and the research fellowship together 
proved to be too much for this student. She 
was unable to multitask to the detriment of 
both efforts. 

(Variable 3). I truly hope that the student’s 
ethnic background was not a variable. From 
my perspective, it did not seem to be. Cultur-
al, religious, ethnic, and other areas of human 
diversity will occasionally come up informally 
in lab conversations, but from my perspective, 
it always seems healthy and in the spirit of un-
derstanding/appreciating differences rather 
than representing any type of judgment. That 
said, I am a white male and grew up with priv-
ilege. As such, although sincerely upset by 
the extent and impact of continuing racism 
and prejudices in our society, I am admitted-
ly naive in the sense of having not personally 
“walked in the shoes” of an African American. 

(Variable 5). Personal drive is a variable 
that I rank high in relevance and importance 
for all students.  Are students “hungry” for 
opportunities and self-motivated, or passive 
and reactive? Do they strive to open doors and 
find their path, or do they wait for someone to 
suggest or even tell them what to do? Do they 
ask questions, reach for more information, 
and follow through? My perception is that 
these qualities usually improve as a student 
matures and develops a level of self-confi-
dence. I do not think it is a function of where 
a person falls on the introverted-extroverted 
personality spectrum. From my perspective, 
this personal drive and self-motivation failed 
to engage for the student in the context of her 
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summer in my laboratory. I am sure the rea-
sons are multifactorial and include failings 
in my mentorship and/or the structure of the 
summer program in my laboratory. 

Looking forward, providing experiential 
educational opportunities needs to be suc-
cessfully coupled with empowering a sense 
of ownership and personal responsibility in 
students for their path forward. One does 
not succeed without the other—they are co- 
dependent. 

“Was she lost at 
times, but I failed 
to pick up on it 
or appreciate 
the extent of her 
struggles?”
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Sometimes Structures Are 
Not Enough
Bessie Guerrant

The University of Kentucky (UK) has emerged 
from a segregated past that once totally ex-
cluded African Americans, now embracing 
the contributions of a diverse learning envi-
ronment. The institution affirmed a goal to 
increase diversity in the 2003–2006 Strategic 
Plan: The Dream & the Challenge. The uni-
versity adopted a goal that it would nurture 
diversity of thought, culture, gender, and 
ethnicity. The goal required that UK improve 
the climate for diversity by creating a diverse 
workplace and learning community. During 
this time, one of my research programs was 
designed to increase the number of students 
of color who were mentored by research fac-
ulty. Several offices and programs set out to 
address this goal.

As a female, mid-level administrator of 
African American descent, I feel very strong-
ly about developing and managing inclusive 
programs for all students but especially stu-
dents of color. But, through 25 years of expe-

rience, I have learned that this is no easy feat, 
especially at a large, research-intensive in-
stitution with a majority population of white 
students and faculty members. For years, the 
university has worked to address issues relat-
ed to recruitment, retention, and graduation 
of students of color by providing academic, 
social, and cultural programs. Two programs 
developed in my office targets underrepre-
sented students in research—the Kentucky 
Young Researchers Program (KYRP) for 11th 
and 12th graders, and the Bucks for Brains 
Summer Research Program for UK under-
graduates.

Two years ago, I was approached by a 
mother of a high school student who had a 
lifelong dream of becoming a veterinarian. 
The mother wanted her daughter to partici-
pate in my high school research program and 
be mentored by a UK professor in veterinary 
science. The student was a beautiful, “dark 
skinned” African American. She earned excel-

lent grades, excelled in three sports, and had 
a record of success in a pre-veterinary certifi-
cate program. She seemed very confident that 
she could pursue such a major at the universi-
ty’s College of Agriculture. She was not aware 
of the different environment that college 
would involve and of the need for assistance 
from both her peers and student affairs pro-
fessionals to be successful in her major.

I had a professor in mind to serve as her 
mentor. The professor had mentored many 
undergraduate students (albeit not minority 
students) for several years, and I considered 
him a wonderful mentor. This white male 
professor of veterinary science was excited to 
meet an African American student interested 
in veterinary science. He had never had such 
a student in his classes or lab. They decided 
mutually to start the research in the summer. 
Summer arrived, and the student became so 
involved in the summer orientation program 
for first-year students that, together, the 
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student and the mentor decided to further 
postpone the research in the lab. The student 
managed the bridge program very well, finish-
ing the summer with a 3.9 GPA for introducto-
ry coursework and study activities. 

During the fall, the student maintained 
a strong GPA. During the second semester, 
however, she was failing her chemistry exams. 
She had never experienced such a challenge 
in her academic career. Student support staff 
in academic affairs was not aware of her prob-
lems, as she did not tell anyone of her strug-
gles. She did not attend the tutoring sessions 
offered by the Center for Academic Resources 
and Enrichment Services (CARES), in which 
she was enrolled and required to attend. She 
failed the chemistry course, and her adviser 

encouraged her to retake the chemistry class 
during the summer. However, the summer 
was slated for research with her mentor. I did 
not know that she was struggling with fear of 
failure due to her performance in the chemis-
try class, resulting in a loss of confidence in her 
learning abilities. I only learned of the difficul-
ties when the professor gave me a report of his 
concerns about the student, and the student’s 
mother told me that the student also had failed 
the summer chemistry class. I later learned 
from the student’s advisers that she was absent 
from tutoring sessions and chemistry study 
groups and had not talked to her chemistry 
professor. She withdrew from everything. By 
fall, she had stopped attending classes, remain-
ing in bed in her residence hall room.

In general, African American students 
face numerous barriers in their academic ca-
reer-development process. Too often, they 
have inadequate knowledge of the options 
available to help them. It is not uncommon 
for students to enroll at the university and 
discover after the first year that they may not 
be academically competitive for admission 
into the major due to poor grades. They may 
be underprepared for the academic rigor of 
their chosen major or lack the appropriate 
knowledge of the major’s academic require-
ments. Also, students often lack knowledge of 
how to utilize faculty and staff members to as-
sist them when they encounter trouble in the 
transition from high school to college.

Working with the student, the mentor, 
the mother, and the CARES counselor, I dis-
covered that sometimes all our intentions, 
time, and efforts are not enough. Our public 
schools may do an adequate job of preparing 
students for college, but there is still much 
that students—especially underrepresented 
students—need to be successful at large re-
search institutions like the University of Ken-
tucky. 

“In general, African American 
students face numerous barriers in 
their academic career-development 
process.”
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It Is Not Rocket Science
Sandra Gregerman

I recently stepped down as director of the Un-
dergraduate Research Opportunity Program 
at the University of Michigan after a 25-year 
tenure. The goal of the program was, and still 
is, to use undergraduate research as a vehicle 
for the successful transition of diverse stu-
dents to the university through the creation 
of faculty/student research partnerships be-
ginning in the first year. 

During my tenure, I worked with countless 
first- and second-year students and communi-
ty college students from diverse backgrounds 
to involve them in research on campus in all 
fields and disciplines. Along the way, I learned 
a great deal about the biases and assumptions 
made by faculty about students—what they 
bring to campus, what they should instinc-
tively know, how a student’s affect can be con-
fused for lack of interest, how many faculty 
only welcome into their research the brave 
and privileged student who knocks on their 
door and has the or social capital to do so. I 
also learned that we could level the playing 
field for those students who are first genera-
tion and do not feel welcome on campus with 
our messaging and the most basic prepara-
tion. I also learned that faculty needed to be 

educated to embrace a new idea about who 
should have access to research on campus and 
why they should open their doors to a differ-
ent group of students. 

When the program began, it was clear 
that faculty would not engage first- and sec-
ond-year students in research unless some 
training and preparation were provided. Al-
though at first this preparation was conceived 
as relating only to acquiring the content and 
technical skills needed to do research, it be-
came more to do with helping students un-
derstand the culture and norms of the acad-
emy, gain confidence in their abilities, know 
that they would be welcomed by the faculty, 
and understand how research would bene-
fit their academic and professional success. 
This preparation was as simple as teaching 
students how to address faculty properly in 
writing professional emails, prepare for in-
terviews, ask good questions, and articulate 
their interest in a particular project or area of 
research. Sometimes it involved helping stu-
dents reflect on how their unique perspective 
and experiences would benefit a project. At 
other times, it involved helping shy and intro-
verted students practice showing excitement 

and enthusiasm when their demeanor was 
misinterpreted as a lack of interest or compe-
tence.

Preparation also involved staff educa-
tion. It was easy to make assumptions—for 
example, all students would see the value of 
participating in undergraduate research, all 
students would know that research is not con-
fined to people planning academic careers but 
also applies to problems and issues that they 
care deeply about, and/or all students would 
understand that the mentorship they would 
experience would be invaluable at a large and 
impersonal research university. Preparing a 
student to find a good project that would en-
gage them personally and intellectually was 
critical to the success of the program and the 
partnerships. Equally important was helping 
students find a good mentor and research en-
vironment that met their personal needs. Did 
they value independence, or were they seek-
ing a more interactive mentor? Were there 
specific skills they wanted to gain from the ex-
perience? Did they have a personal story that 
motivated their interest and would be of ben-
efit to them and the project? Helping students 
find their passion often means learning about 
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their story. Students also needed to under-
stand that the interview was as much about 
their interviewing the mentor as the mentor 
interviewing them.

To accomplish all of these tasks required 
structures and intensive work with each stu-
dent as well as work with research mentors 
from the faculty. Students were assigned a 
peer adviser from a common academic back-
ground (biomedicine, humanities, engineer-
ing, social sciences, and so forth), who be-
came acquainted with the student and learned 
about his or her interests, aspirations, and 
goals for engaging in research. The peer advis-
ers helped students explore myriad projects 
that were open to first- and second-year stu-
dents, shared their own searches for potential 

mentors and projects, reviewed the 
students’ resumes, and conducted 
practice interviews with students. 
The peer advisers also shared their 
process for creating good mentor 
relationships, and mentors shared 
with students the qualities of a suc-
cessful student researcher. 

Concurrent work with faculty 
was conducted to help them see the 
value of early engagement of stu-
dents in their research (these stu-
dents might stay all four years and 
make significant contributions to 
their work), shared stories from col-
leagues about the rewards of work-
ing with diverse students and could 
benefit their research, and shared 
best practices about the elements of 

a good project and environment for students. 
Over the years faculty who embraced diversity 
found the experience very rewarding, students 
brought new perspectives to a project, and stu-
dents from diverse backgrounds appreciated 
the opportunity and knew what it meant to 
work hard. Faculty began to realize that those 
who showed passion and enthusiasm and even 
some naiveté about the norms of the discipline 
were often better researchers than the honors 
student in their chemistry class who got the 
highest grade on the last exam. When faculty 
started asking for more community college 
students or complained that the undergrad-
uate researchers were prepared so well that 
they couldn’t tell the “bad” students from the 
“good” students, the program was a success.

Over the years, more specific research 
training was added to the program—a set of 
workshops that built research skills offered 
concurrently with participation in the proj-
ects. These workshops included basic labora-
tory math; how to keep a lab notebook; how to 
read and understand the peer-reviewed liter-
ature; and how to work with SPSS, Endnote, 
STATA, R-Programming, Matlab, etc. While 
students often learned these things in classes, 
it was not until they had to apply these skills to 
their research that they understood the why 
and how to use these tools. This enabled us to 
cast a wider net and get more faculty involved 
in the program.

Finally, the importance of creating good 
partnerships was a key discovery. Students 
shared their thoughts about the attributes 
of the best mentors, and faculty shared the 
qualities of the best student researchers. This 
knowledge informs how students can be best 
matched to projects, how mentors’ skills can 
best be aligned with the needs of diverse stu-
dents, and how potential mentors—tenured 
faculty, postdoctoral scholars, and graduate 
students—can be “trained.” None of what has 
been learned is rocket science. Good research 
partnerships require two people to be inter-
ested in each other’s stories and successes. 
It requires faculty to be willing to share their 
own vulnerabilities, challenges, and uncer-
tainty. This can be as simple as mentors telling 
students that there are no stupid questions 
or that they once earned a C in chemistry to 
clearly articulating expectations to students 
and holding high expectations for them. For 

University of Michigan student Malika Malik (class of 
2017), front, with her mentor, Ariella Shikanov, associ-
ate professor of biomedical engineering. Malik is now 
enrolled in the University of Michigan dental school.
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students, it can be helping them learn to ask 
those questions and to arrive ready to work 
hard and learn. It can be reaching out to di-
verse students to invite them into a program 
and remove barriers so they can participate 
(such as applying work study to meaningful 
research experiences so students can have 
time to conduct research). It can be sharing 
with students how much faculty appreciate 
the work ethic of students from a communi-
ty college or a first-generation background. It 
can be sharing success stories of students with 
similar experiences. It can be a faculty mentor 
who takes a minute to ask about a student’s 
progress in classes, to invite a student to a talk 
in a department, or to introduce a student to 
colleagues. For students, finding just the right 
mentor and project can be life-changing for 
those who feel marginalized in the classroom. 

The work done has changed the culture, for 
the most part, at the University of Michigan. 

Early engagement is the norm. Thousands 
of students who would not have had this op-
portunity in the past now thrive in research 
activities across campus, have continued on 
to graduate and professional schools, and 
become successful in their careers. Students 
who struggled in their introductory classes 
were retained and are succeeding in fields 
they might have never discovered—from 
earth and data science to museum studies and 
ethnomusicology. Students who failed Intro-
duction to Statistics have gone on to write 
quantitative dissertations and become faculty 
members. Perhaps most important, most fac-
ulty have realized that the old paradigm that 
students should knock on their door if they 
want to become involved in research is a sure 
way to prevent women and diverse students 
to finding their way into research and their 
disciplines. 

“Good research 
partnerships 
require two 
people to be 
interested in each 
other’s stories 
and successes.”
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